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Holland, the

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Town Where

Folks Really Live

Volume Number 59

More Votes Cast
This Primary
Than in 1929

Holland, Michigan, Thunday, March 6, 1930

Holland’s Re-Elected Mayoi

News Items Taken From the

Number 10

Directing Thru
Files of
Traffic

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

Damstra Pleads

DAY LIGHT SAVINGS
TIME UP TO A
VOTE IN FENNVILLE

Around

Cities

and Fifteen Years Ago Today
MAYOR BROOKS RE-ELECTED

Common

For $25,000

Holland will soon go back to
"day light savings time" with

Expenditure

Cities like Holland seek
TO PROTECT BUSY CENTERS

other cities in the vicinity. Fcnnvilla, however, will vote on the J. A. Vander Vwa Objects to HU
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY [took in the Paderewski concert at
proposition.
FOR CUSTOMERS
Percentage U Seventh Street
The Fennville city council met
[Grand Rapids Wednesday were
Pavement
There has been considerabledis- Tuesday for the purpose of voting
cussion in Holland from time to to submit the day light saving time
There was considerabledoing at
proposition to the people at the the common council meeting
annual electionMarch 10. A peti- Wedneaday evenlnr One matter
tion was sent to the council last that was of considerable interest
Saturday requestingthat the ballot was when Peter Damstra, superbe printed for the election.
visor from Holland,made s pies for
Work has started at Fennville an expenditure of $26,000 for the
by the city councilin installing a purpose of erecting an addition to
ttf
"'“
Charlea^A.
mo.Mt oPP^^rj*
! lie is also inventinga spring tooth
to
that will be made traffic signal at the intersection of
the Ottawa County Infirmaryat
harrow for farmers. Note:
j when the new Zeeland -Holland
M89 and Maple St.
EastmanviUe.It surely Is a most
i Wilms was a veteran of the Civil Adrian Roos died at his hnmp hiKhw*y >» completed.
deserving cause and no doubt will
, V\nr and his widow still lives in mr Kaat.lMh uir~>t
u„,.
J
!
Saugatuck
is
atill
fighting
hard
108 East 16th street, at the age of
get the whole hearted co-operation
, the one story cottage just south
to mainUin the present U.S.-31 in- ZEELAND CHRISTIAN
61 years..*
of our citizens as well as the mem1 of the ColonialTheatre. The store,
stead of allowing it relocateda litSCHOOL TO HOLD
bers of the common council.
a wooden structure, still stands but
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY tle east, entering Holland over
EXHIBITION The officialcouncil as given by
the pump factory in the rear has
Washington avr.
city clerk Oscar Peterson follows:—
been tom down since pumps in
However,this relocationis sureThe following jurors for Ottawa
cities have gone out The harrow County
The
Zeeland
Christian
school
is
. Cifcuit
_____________________
I)*
coming
within
a
few
years
for
Court have been seHolUnd, Mich., March 5, 1930
was a great successfor years after- lected: John A. Kelley, Ben Kam- 1 ^ '* P*1* of a nation-wide move- to hold its annual exhibit of the
: ward.
The Common Councilmet in reguferbeek, George Hulst, John Elen- ^ent 10 •Now folks to travel as eaa- childn-n'swork at the school on
baas of Hollasd, Wm. Helmink of **>’ •*, quickly and as safely as Prayer Day afternoon, March 12. lar sessionand was called to order
Articles made by the manual train- by the Mayor.
1 At the annual* meeting of Fire Holland
1 powible to and from the deatinaing classes will be offeredfor sale.
Co., Columbia No. 2, the following
Present: Mayoj* Brooks, Aids.
• •
| tion they have planned to go and
officers were elected:Peter Kleis,
Rev. John Van Pcursem, first P?1 m*ko their stay in any city a The Hannah Aid Society will hold
their sale of plain and fancy sewforeman; J. Beukema,1st assistant:pastor of Trinity Church, Holland, {o^ put."
Van Haaften,2nd assistant; will go to Kentuckyfor two weeks
cities, as Holland will be, ing. Some fine patchwork,hand
be on
sale;, Veltmsn and the Clerk.
Like de Vries, Sec’y; John Ter to preach to the mountaineers ut ! havc their business centers well,made quilts, etc., will
---------Vree, treasurer.
Devotions — Aid. A. P. Kleis.
Annville,Greyhawk and McKee. Posted along the way, as to direclunches and home made candy
• • •
Minutes reed and approved.
John Busby, former superinten t*00"- should thru touristschange 1 .wi'1 !l0,d- Thc public is cordially
We notice four of our young men dent of the Holland Interurban,
»nd want to go then-. ‘nvlt,,d
Record,
Petitionsand Accounts
attending Grand Rapids Business through a will receivedthe sum of ! Most Michigancities of any im— o --------

BY SUBSTANTIAL
MAJORITY
Stefnerda and SpritUma Must Run
for Treasurer; All Supervisors

Go Back

to* Newt Hu Beta
Caurtneth* Dnrtp ftr
HoOud Since 1872

on Ticket

Although there was considerable
oppositiontoward voting machines
before the spring primaries,a lot
of it no doubt election propaganda
and some from an economic standpoint, neverthelessthe vote shows
that more electors came out to vote
in 1930 than in 1929. The voting machines were an agreeable surprise
when it comes to ease, simplicity
and accuracyand at the windup
the total results were known within the hour, while in the old way
midnight was about the time the
returns were received.
Anyway, much of the prejudice
was dissipatedafter the voter had
once handled the machine. Men and
women alike seem to have a lot of
fun voting that way. Coming back
to the vote, the total number cast
in 1930 was 3,483 as against 2,671

Mr.

uSh
^^and Johnthe
Schouten

ii'sS)

^nciW

I
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•

township.

'

in 1929.

Mayor Brooks won for re-election
over ex-mayor Bosch by the very
substantialmajority of 435. This is
indeed gratifying for Mr. Brooks
i n the face of the hard . but qu!»*i
can.'*ign that had been waged for
the oast month.

j
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College.They are John J. Cappon,
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Clerk presented operating report
of the HolUnd Gas Co. for the
...... routing
month of December, 1929.
. #
! changes are also being carried out.
Referred to B.P.W. for filing.
The vote by wards for mayor
TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO
Wm. McNally, a day laborer liv- J^iung from the proceedingsgiven
Judge Miles of Holland is deClerk presentedpetition from
was as follows:—
TODAY
ing in the old M. E. church parson- oul
National Safety Council parting from the ancient custom Herman Prins for permission to
age on Tenth street, also shares
•,l1 Chicago.
of a general sentence day, and place building material on ColumMayor
The home of Mrs. B. De Regt on the amount of $57,757 from the
The following clipping
t pmg
will he meting out hi* sentencesas soon as
Grave Place was entered by bur- same estate through his mother, rather inten-sti'iigconsidering the possible following the disposition bia Ave. just south of 8th St durBrooks Bosch
ing building operations.
glars Wednesday and $400 in who was a sister of the Canadian
First ...........................
Granted.
n*^-rl,n*
p'anK for Holland: of the cases. The custom was one
353
300
money was stolen.
The danger of picking out the followed by Judge Cross, and usulady named Mrs. Christian PaterSecond
102
C.
• • •
Clerk
communication
56
son.
mam street of a town and arbi- ally a day that attractedmany on- from Mr. presented
Third ........................376
J. A. Vander Veen, man149
A strange robbery took place, ac• • •
tranly making it a through street, lookers,members of the families
Fourth
361
ager of the Holland Furniture Co.,
271
cording to the files of the Holland
Chief Frank Van Ry was the as pointed out in recent studies and was want to be a day of sorFifth
464
321 ing received 279 votes and Henry
City News, when Peter De Spel- most surprised person in Holland, made by the National Safety Coun- row. The prisonerslined up in the protesting against the percentage
Sixth ...........................
237
361 Prins 362, Westing being defeated
der s hen roost was robbed of poul- Friday. When he respondedto a cil, has recently been emphasized box, tlie lecture*given to them ns of coat of paving 7th St, that was
HOLLAND MAN HEADS
levied against the property owners.
by 83 votes.
try. Suspicion pointedto two young call at the front door of his home in several Illinoistowns.
the Judge determined their punishRAVENNA
HIGH
SCHOOL
Total ..............1893
1458
In the sixth ward William Thommen, who pleaded guilty to the on East Ninth street,he gazed
"Petitionshave been received by merit, was one that lingered in the ; Means' Cwn rnittee™* * Wiyi *
son was elected alderman by a subJames Ten Brink, principal of enme and were sentenced to $16 into the faces of six policemen, the State Highway Commission, at
The comparison with the vote for
stantialplurality, he receiving Ravenna High school the last two and 20 days. It developed within
Jouests
^^Presented V* Allowing rtof and h e onlookf rs* °
1929 is as follows:—
who placed him under arrest, charg Springfield, from representatives
for permission to come un315 votes, Van Lente, 129, Klom- years, has been elected superin- a few days that two other boys
ing him with "efficiency and good small towns and villages asking
der the Compulsory Sewer Ordiwere
really guilty and when the behaviour." After the warrant had that state roads, around which
tendent
of
the
Ravenna
schools
for
Brooks Kammeraad 'T"^83
8,2',. ,
nance:
In the second ward John Wolt- next year. He is a graduate of hret named pair were asked by been read they further surprised many of them have been built, be
First
...335
man
had
no
opposition,
receiving
Judge
Arthur
Van
Duren
why
they
Second
Holland High and of Hope college.
him, when they had gatheredin re-routedso that the constant
... 92
onyogr'
iio
vo^®?* Tta same for Bill Van- Ten Brink has taken an active part pleaded guilty they said: "We the home, by prt?senting him with stream of traffic may be diverted
Third
...305
[4 J denberg in the third ward, who rein the activities of the school at wished to avoid trouble." Note— a fine fountain pen. The entire from their centers.
Fourth
...352
; Donley, 2 River Ave!, cost $189.50.
o-o ' rtJ>v?d 466 votes. Likewise for Bert Ravenna and has coached the ath- The News omits the names since
"According to the representaFifth .
foree had stole a march on their
.386
Superintendent Roy B. Champion
z™
Habing
in the fourth ward, who
the
lads
have
since
become
well
betives,
it
was
once
thought
advanSixth
letic teams in his two years there.
.208
chief. They had hired and paid other
Report* of Committoee
received 543 votes and Fritz Jonkhaved citizens.
Last year he turned out a basketdeputies and extra
men to take tageous to bring as much traffic ha* printed on the reverte side of
- ----man
in
the
fifth
ward,
who
remto the mam street as possible, the Board of Public Work* Urht ! Committee on Ways and Means
Total .
ball team that won the first cham1678
993 ceived 689 votes.
March the ' In acdrdance with provision* of
Amon* those fr„ra „o„,nd who
for transienttrade meant increased bill to all light patron*
pionshipto be awarded in the Musbusiness.
following story which i* self- ! Sec. 10, Title XXVIII of the City
There was a real horse rare for
For constable,Sam Plaggenhoef kegon County Athleticassociation.
i Charter, presented eatimateaof
the treasurershipwith seven can- was named in the first ward. Eg Ten Brink will succeed J. E. Pease
"The flow of cars, however, has
It may interest you to know what expenditure*which will / be redidates in the field, the two high- bert Beekman in the second ward, who has been in the Ravenna WANT TO FISH
become
so great and the speed at
JOE HONING GETS JUDGMENT
your own electric light and power j qutred to be made from the several
est candidates being Nick Spriet- no candidate in the third ward. school system the past five years.
FOR CRAPPIES AND
OF $877 AGAINST SAFETY which they travel so rapid that few plant (owned by the city of Holland ffeneraland special funds of the
stop at all. The increased volume
sma and G. John Steggerda, the Peter Roos in the fourth ward, no The school has grown from class D
PERCH MAY 1ST
MOTOR COACH LINE
former receiving 1026 and the lat- candidate in the fifth ward, Gor- rank to class C.
has reached a stage where it en- and operated by the board of pub- Ctty during the fiscal year, and
ter 983, and these two men will 1 don Stn:iir and Nick Hoffman each
A delegation from Holland and A judgment of $877 was award- dangers the lives of the inhabitants, lie work*) has accomplished during ; submitted for introductionan ordiftven large
lariro cities
cities are
are now
nnu- find- the pant six
nance entitled“An Ordinance
have to fight it out at the April received four votes in the sixth
Zeeland of the ________
Holland
_ Fish and ed to Joe Koning of Hnlionri I
Fir»t— Renderedservicecompar-j termed the Annual Appropriation
election. Vote by wards is as fol- ward. Their names will have to go
Game
club were inLansingyester-,1against "the Sa'fety* Motor Coach | ihuntenlST™*l,SU(Tc<‘,,Krul
lows:—
able to the best
Bill of the City of Holland for the
d.y to confer w.th the (fonserva- Lme, in cirrui, court following . buKaa dVtrift
Second— Financed the construe- Fiscal Year commencing on the
turn department asking that in trial in which Carl E. Hoffman
tion of the Holland hospital at a ' Third Monday in March, A.D.
Treasurer
Black Lake, an arm of Lake Michi- representingthe plaintiff and tion in the downtown centers.’’
KlomSchu. Spriettotal cost of $183,892.96. 1930" and recommended its passgan, fisherman be allowed to fish Diekema, Cross and Tencate the
Steg- .Van Vander
Third— Paid city and
The Ordinance wa* read a first
parens Knoll Piersma Prins maoher sma
for perch and crappies beginning respondentThe suit was relative
gerda Anrooy Hill
May 1st.
and second time by its title,and
Zb
41
19
61
to
damages
received
by
Koning
in
16
153
295
23
‘10
Fourth— Reduced the city’s bondOn motion of Aid. Kleis,
7
For Holland this is the best time an automobile accident on the high6
2
9
9
34
74 ' 12
2
JUDGMENT OF $751.68 GIVEN of the year to fish.
ed indebtednesH,principaland inThe Ordinancewas referred to
8
25
10
64
way
between
Holland
and
Zeeland,
13
• 258
108
13
17
AGAINST K RAKER; CHECK
in the total sum of $180,224.- the Committee of the Whole and
-0
12
25
26
83
when the plaintiff’scar was Tax returns are beginning to be terest,
40
294
95
31
31
PROBABLY AIDED
sent the county treasurer. On Mon- 13. This is a reductionof the city’* nlaced on the General Order of the
25
75
29
139
MAYOR
ON
MOTORING
knocked
off
the
road
and
he
was
11
176
275
25
24
day Holland reported $176,503.30 tax burden at the average rate of Day.
47
38
42
128
TRIP SOUTH
injured. The amount sought was
12
111
136
18
72
cash
and $10,291.71 delinquent $30,037.12per year, or an average
Committee on Claims and AcA photographed check was prob$5,000.
Total 124
ta*eR.= Ja"le18t«wn.$26,815.73cash rate of $1.78 er thousanddollar* counts reported having examined
ably the deciding evidence in the
210
128
484
101
Mayor
and
Mrs.
Earnest
Brooks
1026
983
122
156
and $94.63 delinquent;Olive $13.- of assessed valuation.
claims in the sum of $7031.64 and
civil case of Peter Flickma of Hol- 'ift °.n a motoringtrip to North
FALL BRINGS INJURY
946.03 cash and $1,054.16 delinFifth — Carried on a program of recommended payment thereof.
The same old scrap as to equity
land against Henry Kraker of Hol- Carolina and will be away for at
TO DR. VANDER VEEN quent. Each day certain counties power plant expansion and improve- (Said claims on file In Clerk’s ofcomes up among the candidatesfor
land, the owner of the Kraker hotel, least 10 days. They will pick up Mr.
the Board of Supervisors. Ben on the ballot or they will have to when introduced as rebuttaltesti- and Mrs. Walter Waish, who are to
are notified to make returns. ments to distributionsystem that fice for public inspection).
Dr. Arend Vander Veen, veterAllowed.
Brower of the Peoples State bank pull straws for the office.
mony by the plaintiff’s attorneys return shortly from a month spent an physician and surgeon of Grand Jamestown s report was unusually reached a total net additional inThe total vote cast during 1930 at the conclusion of the trial on in Florida.
pod with less than a hundred dol- vestment of $476,652.48.
Committee on Welfare reported
aw«y with the electionwith
Haven, fell in his home on Monday lars unpaid. I log taxes amounted
Sixth — Reached the first day of poor orders in the amount of
2,128 votes to his credit. Ed Van- by wards is as follows:— first, 663* Tuesday. The jury had little trouble
and fractured his hip and shoul- to $1,168 in Holland, $428 in 1930 with sufficient resources to $194.00 regular aid, and $258.64 for
den Berg, chairman of the Ottawa
fiS5!!noo!67:-tht!rd’ m’ fourth* 67°; in arriving at a verdict in which a
der. Physicians from that city and Jamestown and $382 in Olive town- start a new two year program of extemporaryaid, total $452.64.
County Board of Supervisors,came fifth, 821; sixth, 624; total, 3483.
judgment of $751.68, the entire
Grand Rapids were called to ex- ships.
The total votes in 1929 was con- amount asked by the plaintiff,was
pansion having an estimated cost
Accepted and filed.
second with 1426 votes. But since
amine the doctor, who is nearly 90
of $290,000.00.There is no outthe other two candidates each have siderable less and by wards as awarded.
Aid. Jonkman, Chairman of the
years old, and to take X-ray picstanding indebtedness against the Committee on Public Buildingsand
twenty-fiveper cent of half of the follows -.-first, 492; second, 127;
The check was introducedas evitures
to
determine
the
extent
of
plant.
votes cast, since two candidatesare third, 454; fourth, 520; fifth, 664; dence that Flickma had accepted it
Property, reported for the inforof
his injuries. Expressions of regret
Seventh-All at rates for light mation of the Council,that an advoted for, all names must go on the sixth, 414; total, 2671.
in full payment for the amount
are coming to the family from all
ballot again to be voted for a secand power lower than the average j Justment had been made with the
owed him by Kraker. It appears
is
over the city as the doctor is one
in this
. Traveler’sInsurance Co. for $879.ond time at the April election. This LEPER. MISSION OFFICIAL
however that the same photo- Stop Victim With Gun at West of the most beloved citizens there.
m spite of the fact that two of the
graphed check was introduced on
ON PROGRAM AT
as
Olive and Take His
His
daughters, Mrs. William
l0M 00
candidateshad overwhelming votes.
HOLLAND NEXT WEEK the other side which constituted
Money and Car
Bebee of Beloit, Wis., and Mrs.
The vote by wards follows:
LAST
BASKETBALL
I
^mmittee
on
Ordinances
reportpart of the evidence that secured a
Charles Floyd of Detroit, arc with ZEELAND IS TO REMODEL ITS
OF THE
1 «’d proffres*on both the proposed
W. M. Danner of New York City, verdict for Flickma.
Armed road bandits held up
... I). him. Mrs. Vander Veen is not in
Supervisors
OLDEST SCHOOL BUILDING
FOR HOPE COLLEGE Mllka and Fcddler* Ordinance.
The amount sued for was the bal R. Peterson, a salesmanliving on robust health. The doctor many
secretary of American Missions to
De
Huiz- Vanden Lepers, will speak at the annual ance on a contractfor four and oneTwentieth
St.,
Holland,
one
mile
years
ago
was
a
Holland
resident.
Communicationsfrom Boards
Zeeland has a school on its Main
Brower Koeyer enga Berg meeting of the Federation of Wom- half months of salary at $175 and
west of West Olive on US-31 MonHope's last M.I.A.A. game will he
and City Officers
street that has just passed it*
1st
414
255
258 en s Societiesof the churches of room and board for that time, which day night about 6:30 p. m., took UNUSUAL INSTRUMENT
half centry mark for age. It is now next Tuesday night at 7:30 at Car2nd 88
73
was
claimed
by
the
plaintiff.
Carl
83 Holland and vicinity Wednesday
The claims approved by the Hoshis car and $73 in money and left
TO PLAY PART IN
to be remodeledand contractors negie hall. This will be another
3rd 351
179
prosecuted
268 afternoon, March 12, in First Re- E. Hoffman
, • "j
j l tv- the
1 case and- him stranded on the highway.
HIGH SCHOOL BAND have found that the old building i* outstanding game since the oppo- pita! Board in the sum of $4380.70;
4th 415
198
315 formed church. The meeting will 11 was defended by Diekema, Cross
Peterson secured a ride with a
A benefit band concertof unusual as strong as when it was built 50 nents are Alma, whose standing is the Board of Park & Cemetery
5th 485
268
265 be in charge of Mrs. Gertrude Boer 1,11(1 Ten CateTrustees— $652.79; Board of Police
passing motorist and got in com- merit is to be given at the high years ago. The foundation is big, high during the season.
6th 375
189
^lic damage suit to collect for the munication with the county officers school auditorium on the evening of
236 president of the federation,
Tickets will Ik* on sale at Ollies’ ,
$11B7.80; Board
is laid deep and is built of "hard
the offering will be for the support 1 (1?ma,fe of n car and Person of Mar- who later found his coach at the March 13, beginning at 8 o’clock
head"
field stones that will ]a*t and Superior Cigar store. It is ex- of Public Works-$103,736.61, were
2128
1162
of Detroit against side
.... of
. ......
iiiibiju i>iiu
1425 of leper work in Inhambane,Afrithe road, nosed
into the sharp, when the high school band is for thousands of years.
pected that the crowd will lie as ordered certifiedto the Common
ca, where a building was built and 5?e,0,l S,Iat2 °f Nimica was started. | ditch, about five’ miles north of to appear.
Rumors have been going the large as the one that attended the Council for payment.(Said claims
In the vote for
christened t h
Christine Van Tlie P*ainHffclaims he was driving Holland.
One unusual feature is the play- rounds that the building was un- Calvin -Hope game last night, and on file in the Clerk's office for pubCommissioner, Peter Luidens had a Raalte Gilmore home for lepers by ' ^roni Detroit to Grand Rapids on
lic inspection).
Peterson said he was driving, ing of a new instrument never be- safe, but the inspection indicates that was some crowd.
comfortable majority of 223 over the federation.Later a chapel was 1 ^cPt- 1926> and when near PortAllowed
and vouchers ordered
when a Ford car with three young , fore seep here, in fact, there
_
___
Hope has ••11
an vyavvpilUIJai
exceptional team
HUH I : .
1
that the building
is as _______
strong and
Mr. Lokker. Both are excellent men added. Officers will be elected at land Was edfted off the road by the
men
demanded
he stop at the point only two in Michigan. A soloist has j possibly stronger than any "other this year and when that is the case 1 np ur
and neither lifted n hand for the annual meeting.
I defendant’s car. thus causing an
they receive the patronage they
collection of
of. a gun. They were gentle but (been secured to play this instrument 1 structure in Zeeland,
the position. The officialvote folI accidentin which he suffered injurinsistentas they took his money. | called the Theremin.In a recent j Accordingto
have always enjoyed and deserve.
Gity Treas. $100,700.94.
lows:—
ies and car damages.
Peterson seeing he was outclassed J News reel at the Holland theatre I there wifi be considerableimproveZEELAND YOUNG MAN
in numbers and strength had to .this unusual music maker was ‘ ment made in this old grade school HOLLAND WOMAN’S
rePy'u‘d Bonds and InterPolice Commissioner
TAKES HOLLAND BRIDE HO LLAND SCHOOL PUPILS
I shown and a demonstration
was 1 building during the coming long
KLKCTS
^P0.0* du<* and presented for
Lokker Luidens
GIVEN AWARDS THURSDAY The recovered car, two miles given, but at the band concert next vacation period. This is being
F
hRS j Payment in the amount of $1704.12
First .. ........................
Arthur Wissink of Zeeland and
302
from the scene, was not damaged Thursday it will be seen on the brought about through the need
The
Woman’s
Literary
club
at !
pn>'ment thercofSecond ......................
Miss
Bertha
Prins
of
Holland
were
The following students received and two travelingbags which were
75
stage and it will be played. The in- that exists and the urging of the
Third ........................
252 united in marriage by Rev. Jas. A. awards at the Thursday morning inside were unmolested. The gun- strument was invented by a famous State Departments of Public Inrourth ......................
275 Wayer last Thursday afternoon at assembly, March 6, for exceptional men told Peterson they would take Russian scientist and is hailed as struction. The opening of the school
*
President,Mrs. Jay H. Den Herder;
0nUnaed on ,Ml pa**>
'Fifth .................
four o’clock at the parsonageof work done in the commercialde- his car but later he would find it
4
the greatest music achievement of year in the fall of 1880 marked the first and second vice
~°
the First Reformed Church of Hol- partment:
Sixth
2
along the road somewhere.Peter- Die
I dedication of this old building.At
Mrs. C. C. Wood and Mrs. William ! DfcATH ENTERS TWICE
land. Mr. Wissink is the son of Mr.
L. C. Smith — Estelline Tin Holt, son described them as young men
WITHIN FEW HOURS
Total
and Mrs. Gerrit Wissink of South 42. bronze pin; Dorothy Plagen- about 20 or 25 years old. They were Besides this new innovationinter- j that time the center section and J. Olive; recording secretary,Mrs.
.1425
1648
Maple street road, Zeeland, and hoef. 48, bronze pin; Betty Oosting, not masked. Only one man got out spersing the fine program of band the two rear wings made up the J. D. French; corresponding secnumbers by the high school organ- structure,the front wings having retary, Mrs. Frank M. Lievense; Sorrow rimp
/
For Board of Public Works, Mar- Mrs. Wissink is the daughterof 53, silver pin; Genevieve Ter Haar,
of the 1929 Ford sedan, the others ization, other pleasing features are I been added several years later,
treasurer,Mrs. George VandeRiet; Mr. and Mrs. John MuldliTf &£tlaua Vande Water, an excellent Mr. and Mrs. Simon Prins of 62. silver and gold pin.
merely watching the roads as the to be
1 The plans proposed in remodelofficialfor many years, had no op- Eighteenth street, Holland. Both
Remington— Ruth Geerds, 54, sil- job was pulled.
Commg back to "the Theremin, ! ing the present building wifi' not | Rhea, I^r^C "james'McLton^Mr^!
Coming
j MuMe^'died^fte^
nV
position and his total vote in the young people are well and respect- ver pin; Julia Rypma, 42, certifiThis makes the second holdup
city was 2608.
ably known, in their home com- cate.
and
a
few
hours
later
an
inwithin the past two weeks that
For Justice of the Peace, full munities. They will make their
fant son of H. B. Mulder of the
Underwood — AnnabellcArnold, has been reported to the local of- hands are used to literallydraw the • The greater needs are not so
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DmaiMlo fFOR
sunn* famili* n* oca/4
term, John Galien had no opposi- home on South Maple street, Zee- 50. silver pin; Rose Witteveen, 57, ficers.
beautiful colorful tones from the j much a safer structure as safer
IMMANUEL
* pa8scd ontion and the total vote in the city land.
silver pin.
air, very unlike any other musical exits in case of fire, better lightwm 2214. Sam Miller, who ran to
Royal— Betty Oosting, 60. ad- HAMILTON MAN IS HELD
THREE
TRIALS"—
instrument that has yet been vision- ing, and a rainproof roof, all of
Rev. J. (.anting of the Immanunl
"“•CMcy, also had a total vote NEW PASTOR AT HARDERWYK vanced certificateof proficiency,
THIS IS THE LAST
ON A SERIOUS CHARGE ized and turned into a versatile ad- which are lacking.In the work of Church has announced for the serof 2219.
TO BE INSTALLED SUNDAY and gold pin.
junct to orchestra or solo music. A remodeling, the greater part of the vices Sunday
Shipwrecked
There was considerable camo
Edward Veldhof,age 21, of Ham- performer can vary the tone, color buildingwill receive new hardwood
KS."
r,“^.
Rev. T. Vander Ark will be in- BOAT DISABLED OFF
paigning on the amendment failton, Wednesday was bound over and shading to resemble a bass viol, floors; the roof will be reshingled
vored by the Voters League and it stalled as pastor of the Christias
HOLLAND HARBOR to circuit court by JusticeFidus E. a violin or any wind instrument.It ' with fireproof shingles after the
Reformed church at Harderwyk,
Fish of Allegan following his ex- sureiy is an unusual feature for: old ones have been removed; new*
£•* a*$,edin
clty by a majorcaused
ity of 687. The vote by wards is
four miles northwestof Holland,
The fish tug Neptune, which has amination upon a charge of negli- this local
I openings will be made on the floor
follows:
many to wonder what is meant by , ies, 'Three Trials ” Thin
Sunday. Vander Ark comes to been caught in the ice four miles gent homicide growing out of the
Mr. Eugene Heeler, backed by i level, to improved fire escapes, the statement in the Epistle of the is timely for much criticism is
Michigan from Edgerton, Minn. He southwest of Grand Haven early in
Amendment
death of Lena Van Liere, 19, Feb. the high school band, is sponsor- j with automatic doors, to facilitate
Ephejians and the statement in the placed upon modem
has
been
in
the
ministry
33
years.
the
week
came
into
port
with
the
No
16. The young woman was fatally
First ............................
162
His former pastorates include crew none the worse for its expe- injured when struck by Veldhofa ing this program and the proceeds , escape of pupils in case of fire; the Epistle of James. Mr. Lanting will I parents to blame because of the
are to go to pay new uniforms for ; lighting will be improved by - the
Second ..........................
49 churches at Borculo,Commerce rience. Heavy slush ice clogged the
motor car just north of East Sau- both the Junior High and Senior , placing of additionalwindows, in99 street. Grand Rapids, and Drenthe. propeller. The “Jimmy Johns” from gatuck
_____ church as uiiv
__
she was walking
creasing th** entrance of light into
IXJrth .................
-...278 102 The Harderwyk church will give Saugatuckwas caught off Holland j home with her sister. Veldhof gave High
Ticket* on sale at Meyers Mu- the rooms one hundred percent.
the new pastor and family a recep- with a broken propeller. Her crew ! $1000 bond for his appearanceat
sic House.
The proposed improvementswill “ance of the exposition
exposition of Gala-' *•*
— • •»»—
— • kindred
tion?
These and
SixUi ............................
145 tion Friday evening.
was taken off by the patrol and the i the next term of circuit court.
he made after school is dismissed
Rev. John Medendorp,pastor of Bertha G., captainedby George
, ... p
l0Tk«
urawi
! will be considered in
Herb Van Duren’s orchestra will in June, and the cost, which has
Total
....1376
689 the Christian Reformed church at Van Hail, brought the tug into port ! The Social Progress club met play at Douglas Saturday evening. 1 not been exactly determined, will • The Wednesday evening services A special invite tion is
be held at 210 Central Ave.
fathers and
and mothers The servii**
Rusk since 1926, has accepted a at
Ave. ; fathers
o
from (j,e reguiir w.hool Hill
: Tuesday evening at the home of
Second Floor.
In the ward caucuses for aider- call to the church at Racine, Wis.
Maybe they will reduce the size budget, the sum not being large
t
'j
. 1 Henry Winter. C. Vander Meulen
A special invitationis extended
men there were only two contests. He plans to leave for his new field
W. J. Olive was a Grand Rapids ; read a paper on “The Ups and of postage stamps, too, to coincide enough to demand a special author- to all to attend these inspiringnded
In the first ward Alderman West- within a few weeks.
business visitor
Downs of Business."
with the allowance of mucilage. ization by the district patrons.
vices.
' I appreciated,
,S *

Rokus Ranters, M.
** Rogers
“
and
Henry Schepers.
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(Eitablished 1872)

Arthur Brisbane

Mont Blanc

Is Advertised

Light of the Mind
PablUhed every Thursdayevening Thinking Big and Small
Entered as Second Class Matter

An Ancient Dread

at the post office at Holland,Mich.,
Francis H. Sisson, vice president
nndor the act of Congress, March, of the Guaranty Trust company, re-

1897.

_

THE HOLLA Vn PITY

NEWQ

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP

DETROIT PAPER TELLS
OF DANIEL POLING

WILL GO UP IN PRICE

Locals

Another short crop of maple

WANT ADS

syrup and sugar is foreseen in
Rev. Daniel A.
Rev. T. Van Ark of Edgerton, Michigan this year as a result of
Poling visits abroad and reports Minn., has accepted the call extendthe rapid disappearance of the recAds will be inserted under this
that America’s new ministerto ed him by the Harderwyk Christian ord breaking fall of snow, owners
heading at the rate of one cent a
Reformed
church
and
will
be
offi' Holland, Gerrit J. Diekema of Holof sugar bushes in Western Michcially installed there next Sunday. igan declare. The production in word per insertion. Minimum
i land, Mich., and his wife have capA receptionfor the new pastor will 1929 was below normal for the charge 25c. All ads are cash with
tured the hearts of the Dutch. “Mr. be held tonight, Friday.
same reason. In about a week’s order.
Diekema’s ability to speak the lanGeorge Hoving, a carpenter who time, virtually all the snow in
Detroit Times.

guage of

—

immigrantpar- was working at Jenison Park,

his Dutch

peats what bus often been said ents give him an immediate and
her* that the big problem Is not favorable hearing in Holland,” said
Terms fl.50 per year with a disproduction,but distribution.
ReverendPoling.
count of 50c to those paying in
Business is on the up grade. Mr.
advance.
Sisson does not agree with (hat
TELEPHONE
distinguished politicaleconomist,
Business Office
5050 Solly Werthelm,who says. “Busi- GRAND HAVEN MAN REMEMness Is lookingup, Hat on its back,
BERS HEAVY SNOW FALL
lookingup."
__

28 cents
saved every day

grows to

fell woodlots melted away, leaving the
— To hear from owner
soil above the roots of trees exof farm or unimproved land for
posed to the warm rays of the sun.
Sap started to flow in maple trees sale. O. K. Hawley, Baldwin, Wis.
3tpl2.
three weeks ago, in manv instances

WANTED

through the scaffold, landing on the
ground about 45 feet below. Mr.
Moving received a broken knee and
was taken to the Holland city hos-

$100

treatment
before owners of sugar bushes had
FOR SALE— Team of horaes, wt.
An important meeting of the Hol- time to tap their trees.
2760. Also beagle hound puppies.
There
was
a
fairly
good
flow
of
land Retail Merchants association
W. W. Welch, Route 4, Fennville.
will be held at the city hall Mon- sap during the last 10 days of Feb3tpl2.
ruary,
causing
growers
to
fear
that
day night at which time the execuMAYOR BROOKS
buds will start prematurelyand
tive
committee
will
present
plans
John Klaver, deputy officer of
FOR SALE OR RENT-80 acre
end the sugar season in short orMr. Sisson reminds merchants the sheriff’s office recalled that 57 and a program for next year.
farm with hay and straw. Will
der. Under normal conditionsgrowThe recent primary result, re- that with adequate advertising years ago on Wrednesday, Feb. 26,
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ers usually count on the entire trade for city property. Inquire 65
electing Earnest Brooks as Hol- goods can be sold at a lower price thirteen inches of snow fell. It is Wierenga, on Feb. 24, a son, Frank3tpl2.
month and part of April for sugar E. 7th
also the birthday anniversaryof lin; to Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Hop,
land's mayor by a substantialma- than without adveriislng.
and syrup production.Absence of
First, have what the people want, “Shorty” VanderNoot, who was on Feb. 24, a son, Junior Jay, to Mr.
FINGERWAVING for straight
jority of 438, is a splendid endorsefreezing and thawing weather in
bom in the same house he was liv- and Mrs. George Lousma, on Feb. March a year ago cut the sugar and curly hair, fast drying system.
theu lot them know you have it.
ment of that official'sadministraing in. — Grand Haven Tribune.
27, a son; to Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
season short and reduction of the Egyptian henna packs, rinses,
tion. It can truthfullybe said of
Overway on Feb. 24, a son, Preston production of syrup to about half shampoos, at Matilda Rosenes, Blue
Consider Mont Blanc, nice moun
AN EXPENSIVE AUTOMOBILE, Earl.
Earnest Brooks that he is a very
a crop. Fearing a repetition of this Bird Beauty Shop, 27 W. 8th street.
tain in Switzerland.
SURE
Rev. and Mrs. Pyle of Overisel situation this year many owners Above Newark 5hoe Store. Phone
conscientiousworker; that he has
One .nillionand eighty thousand
3tpl2.
were Holland visitors Monday.
have sipiifiedtheir intentions of 5873.
been unsparine in the giving of his people visited Mont Itlanc last
Two detectivesreturned to New
The Ladies’ Auxiliary No. 1594 not tapping their trees this year.
time; and that the city was gov- year, spending more tliau JIO.UUO.- York today from Los Angeles,
FOR SALE— Three sows with 29
non in little comiiiuiililesnear the
will hold their regular meeting in
erned by him ably and with the dig- mountain. Only H>U climbed to the bringingback Charles W. Lloyd, the Eagles hall tonight, Friday.
three-week old pigs. Cows and
33, who was placed under arrest in
heifers, /resh and due to freshen
nity that Holland deserves.
top.
Fred Beeuwkes is attendinga
Los Angeles charged with obtainYour choice of 12. Klomp
convention
in
Detroit
this
week.
The Mayor has been backed in
How tlie Useful Plants soon.
ing loans totalling $42,000 from 16
Bros.,
miles east of Oakland
We have bigger, better moun motor finance companies on one
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
ability and intelligence by an ex
ItplO.
Came to Mankind
luiii*, ton they don't get the adver
Frank
Resseguie,
Jr.,
of
Gibson,
•automobile in five months by chang(•optionalbody of aldermen. Nine of
Using that Mold Blanc gels, and ing the motor number.
fyT.E.
STEWARD
died Monday afternoon. Funeral
FOR RENT-Modern house. All
these men will continue to be asso- they don't take In the money.
WNU S«r*le*
services were held Wednesday af-- - — o
conveniences, 2 blocks from the
ciated with him during the coming
It is true that establishedrepu
ternoon at two o’clock from the GibPRIMARY RESULTS IN
j Warm Friend Tavern. $30 per
son church, with interment in the
year, and three very acceptable tatioii helps .Mont Blanc. It is ulse
The Watermelon
month. Inquire Carl E. Swift, 186
HOLLAND TOWN
true that advertisinghelps to es
Gibson
cemetery.
members have been added to the
NE
becotnetconvinced that River Ave., phone 4636. 8tcl2.
tuldlsh reputations, and keep them
The Past Noble Grand club will
council as a result of the recent established.
Holland township now nominates
there Is nothing new in the
meet today. Friday, at the home of
FOR SALE— House and six lots
its
officers
by
primary
election,
and
world when lie learns that the wa*
election.
Mrs.
Ben
Herrick,
277
West
12th
terroeloncomes from Africa and with garage; brooder house and a
Mayor Brooks may have made There I.- tin better work than dl» on Monday nominatedand elected street.
the following:Albert Hyma, supergrows wild by thousands In the na- large chicken coop. All lots are
aome mistakes, but all humans do. (rihutlliggood bonks. They are the visor, 233 votes; Charles Eilander, Teerman-VanDyke Coal comfenced in. A good place to keep
tive home of the race which fancies
However, any official administering tight u( the mind, stimulateutuhi- clerk, 233 votes; Gerrit J. Deur, pany has applied for a buildingper- It most. It is one of relatively few poultry and raise baby chicks. Will
llou. develop good taste, prepare
sell on easy terms. Inquire of Rayjustice, 195 votes; G. B. Lcmmen, mit for a commercial building to be
as wisely as Mr. Brooks has done,
m«u's minds for service in ihe member board of review, 230 votes; erected at an estimatedcost of widely dispersed food plants that mond Van Haitsma,215 Jefferson
come
in
the
first
instance
from
the
truly deserves a re-election at the presentbj making them acquainted
St., Zeeland, Mich. Phone 422F&
Henry Hovenga, road overseer, dis- $800.
Dark continent.
hands of the people.The vote of with the nchicxements.discoveries trict one, 60 votes.
Stpll.
The ladies' embroideryclub of “Even as recent a botanistas the
and
sen
ices
of
the
past.
Monday indicated that a vast maThe spring electionwill have to the north side will meet today, Fri- great Swede, Linnaeus,believed the
.MaJ. George II Butnam. veteran
determine who wins in the contest day, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. watermelon to have come from
FOR SALE— 60 acre farm.
jority of citizens think likewise.
ol the Civil war. and a most distin
southern Italy, where he had seen Adapted for gardeningand small
Holland will have a splendid vtiished veteran of the book pub for highway commissioner.The C. M. Hansen.
primary vote stood as follows: H.
Cecil Hill expects to leave soon It growing In abundance. The plant fruit Excellent chicken farm.
start with a mayor who has had two .ishing profession,now dead at
Plaggemars, 125; Peter Kuyers, for Schenectady, N. Y., where he had spread during the days of an- Plenty buildings. Trade or easy
eighty the years ol age. represents
years of thorough municipal train71; Peter Vander Ploeg. 59; and B. will work for the Holland Furnace cient civilizations,and at theoi>en- terms. Discount for cash. Price
public service in a high degree
Lemmen, 84.
ing backed by a common council
Ing of the Christianera was crown $3650. John Weersing, 30 W. 8th
company.
" - “O”
—
In Egypt, Palestine,Greece, the st, Holland
3tcll.
equally as experienced.Holland is
Miss Katherine Van Dort, daugh- Roman empire, and probablyIn
New York s |M»liceforce includes WESTERN THEOLOGICAL
looking forward to the next two i "radical squad," selectedto deal
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James Van
India.
SEMINARY TO GIVE
HORSES
Dort, died Wednesday morning at
years with optimismas far as its ritli rebellious radicals.
That Its origin should have been
DIPLOMAS
TO
22 the age of 23 years. She. is survived
Planning that squad in days ol
municipalaffairs are concerned.
shrouded In mystery is not strange
We will have a carload of good
by her parents and one brother,
We believe in Mr. Brooks and extraordinaryprosperity, somebody
Louis
Henry
Benes
of
Thayer, James, of Grand Rapids. Funeral when one remembers that Africa horses on Thursday, Feb. 27, at the
was looking far ahead.
was little explored until the middle farm of John C. De Jong, one mile
Ind., has been chosen speaker for services will be held Saturday afwish for his administrationduring
As a rule, prosperityIs more et
of the Nineteen li century. In fact west of Zeeland.
the
class
of
1930.
which
will
be
ternoon
at
1:30
from
the
home
at
fee
live
than
poison
gas
in
dealing
1930 and 1931 the unqualifiedsucLivingstone, the famous missionary,
Bouws and De Jongh
graduated from Western Theolog- 64 West 7th street and at 2 o’clock
cess that has crowned his work dur- with radicalism.
may have been the first to establish
Phone 7237F22
ical seminary May 9. Benes won his from the City Mission, where Miss
It as African. In his travels he
ing 1928 and 1929.
bachelor of arts degree at Central Nellie Churchford will read the last
found It growing wild In abundance
In the clash between unemployed college. Pella, la. He has received
FOR SALE— Maco dynamic loudrites. Intermentwill be made in and established beyond a doubt
THE GRAVE OF VON STEUBEN wdiculs and police In New York the promise of a call of Fifth Re- Holland Township cemetery.
speaker. Will sell for $8.00. Reguthat
It
was
indigenous
to
that
land.
me photographs show women sting
formed church in Albany, N. Y.
lar price, $35.00.Call 514 Central
The Ladies’ Mission Band of the
The watermelon Is one of the food
The class of 1930 numbers 22. Sixth Reformed church held their plants
The movement to make the grave g: ng and fightingmore violent ly
shown In drawingson an- Ave.
than men. Nothing surpritiogin the Urcrpst
j
neiormwi cnurcn neid tnetr
of Baron Friedrich Wilhelm von his. When women believe anythin.:
cient Egyptian monuments,proving
FOR SALE— Ten acres of muck
that they were familiar with It.
Steuben, near Utica, N. Y., a na- they believe it more violently than
This makes It likely that It was land to raise celery and onions in
tional shrine would be wholly com- men. And when they believe, noth
known also to the ancient Israelites, Decatur, Mich. House with all conlog Is Important compared whh
mendable except for one thing. Acwho
carried on commerce with viences and garage. A real bartheir belief, and they care little
”'"‘l ""’I
Four lectures on religious educa- , San and the Missinnnrv >ni * Egypt and were carried Into cap- gain. K. Buurma, 220 W. 16th St.
cording to the best availablerec- what happens to them.
tion by Rev. Lewis Sherril. pro• d
School,
3tcl0
was given by some of the ladies of tivity in that country. Spanish and Phone
ords. the baron’s will, admitted to
fessor of religious education,LouisHenry Ford will say in Capper’s ville theologicalseminary, are on the band. The room was decorated Berber names with antique characprobate in New York city in 1795,
FOR SALE— Several good farm
in Japanesestyle and a Japanese teristic* go to show that It was
definitelydisapprovedany such Magazine for April that “It Is Just the program this week. The lectures
chunks. Lawrence Merchant Phone
also
grown
at
the
.festem
end
of
luncheon
was
served.
as easy to think big as it is to think are open to the public.
possible action. It provided spe- small.’’
The Young Ladies’ Circle of the Mediterranean in days very long 727F13, Allegan. IMi miles west on
A series of lectures will be given
State road.
ago.
cificallythat upon his decease his
It is, after you get a start For
Ninth
Street Christian Reformed
m April by Dr. V. Hepp of the Free
Not until the Tenth century A. D.
servants were not to permit any Instance, In ISTAi. seventy-oneyears
church
held
a
social meeting in the
Universityof Amsterdam. The
FOR SALE— Modem 8 room
was this melon Introduced Into
outsider to touch his body, not even ago, John I). Rockefeller, who beNetherlands, and Dr. Robert P. church parlors Tuesday evening. China, where It goes under the house and garage. 220 W. 13th St
to change the shirt in which he gan working as an office boy for
Glover of the China inland mission. The feature of the evening was a name, “sikua,” hut the Sanskrit
Stpll.
might die. The servants themselves $l.*ia month, startedfor himselfas
mock radio program from station
name, “chayapula” Indicates Its anwere instructed to wrap him in his a cuminiasidu man. He began
^ LMC, located at College avenue
REFORMED FIGURES SHOW NO
FOR SALE— A new house, just
cient cultivation in India.
militarycoat and bury him within “thinking big." He had accumuand 9th street, Holland, Mich. The
DROP
IN
BENEVOLENT
WORK
built on Ottawa street Will sell on
Wild
watermelons
are
frequently
twenty-four hours in a spot he lated $17.(100 in 1S(J2 and took a
program was composed of muaic,
hitter, a character that has been easy terms, or will rent; also an
would have indicated to them. And iNirtner. Maurice B. Clark. They
singing and readings in connection
That
the
Reformed
Church
in
bred out of the domesticated vari- electric washer, slightly used, to be
he commanded that “they shall investedtli**irmoney in a crude oil
America has not slumped in its with mission work. The announcers eties. The native negroes burst the seen at my shoe shop, corner State
never acquaintany person with the “refinery"in Cleveland.
for the evening were the Misses
benevolent contributionsis shown
melons with a club and taste the and McKinley streets. Peter De
place where I am buried.”
by
statisticstabulatedby Rev. Katherine Brat and Agnes Dogger, Juice, saving the sweet ones and Witt, Zeeland,
3tpl0.
A recent story in recitingthis That was the beginninguftbink- George C. Lenington, executivesec- the readers, the Misses G. Holkeleaving the bitter ones where they
adds: The baron is believed to ing big "
FOR SALE— 36 acre farm, half
retary of the ministers pension boer, L. Van Otterloo and Mrs. B. He
In Via .Mr. Rockefeller,who Is fund.
have died without designating his
Boot. Our little Chinese and Japanmile from schools and churches.
Further
prrof
of
Its
African
burial place, but his servants act- now approachinghis ninety-first
These figures show that total ese cousins were the Misses Mar- origin lies In the fact that scientists Good buildings,eight roojn house,
ing on a report that he had once birthday, and was then twenry-alx,
jorie Knoll and Marjorie Mast The
board receipts from congregations
have failed to find the watermelon with bath, furnace and electricity.
said he would like to be buried bought out his partner for IT'.’.oOU.
quartettewas composed of the growing wild In any other part of Soil consists of about 32 acres
have
increased from $175,211 to
Standard
Oil
corporatiuo
papers
"nder a certain hemlock tree near
Misses Grace Holkeboer, Lyda Van
$93., 022 in 1929. In the past nine
the world. It Is a member of the clay loam and 4 acres muck. Mrs.
Remsen, buried him there. A few were signed on January 10, 1870.
Otterloo,Marie Dogger and Jeanyears
three
calls
were
made
for
citron family, scientifically known Nicholas De Weerd, Hudsonville,
vears later a road was made near Standard Oil is now sixty years old.
ette Jappinga, while M5ss Sue Jacltrullus vulgaris.
Mich. P.O. Box
3tpll.
John I». Rockefeller L&; been special foreign missionaryunder- cobusse presided at the piano. Af- is((&
the grave, and the body was re11**. Wwlfrn NcwnpapcrUnloa.)
ta kings, adding $89.000 ' for an
"thinking
big"
ever
sinee.
moved to its present resting place
Dutch Boy brepd (Holland’s faemergency fund. $127,000 for the ter the program, games were played
in the center of a five-acre forest.”
and dainty refreshments served.
vorite) does not dry out quickly
woman’s
hoard
jubilee fund and
His best 'big thinking"has been
What Baron von Steuben’s reaand has a real nice flavor. Try a
SS
$225,000 for Japanese relief and
sons were for desiring secret burial devoted to the fight against disease.
Louvain University
KNICKERBOCKER
loaf tomorrow.Federal Bakery.
rebuilding of Ferris seminary in
Instead
of
using
a
few
dollars
to
and obliteration of knowledgeof
The restoration of the University
Tokio.
Stcll.
the locationof his final resting relieve individual eases, lie uses
of Louvain was brought about hi
In the field of education.Central
rI he Knicks had a house-warming
’dace, can perhaps onlv be guessed, tens of millions to eliminatedisease
college at Pella. la . has financed not long ago. In the excitement the the various nationsof the allies.T<
but his wish certainly should be permanently.
$7500.00 buys 133 acre muck
two beautiful buildings, Western thing got out of control and it was the United States fell the privllegi
respected as far as is possible. The
of rebuildingthe library. The Uni
farm 11 miles from Holland. Fair
>eminary at Holland has construct- necessary to call the fire departSignals to protect pedestrians
United States of America owes that
ment. An interestingsidelight of verslty of l<ouvaln whs founded buildings. Will trade. J. Arendsfrom automobiles are to be in ed a commodius dormitory. Hope
much at lea*t to his memory.
more than two centuries hefor* horst, Realtor.Holland, Mich. 9tfc
college has erected a $250,000 the fire is the faithful performance
stalled in big cities and “amber colDetroitFree Press.
Harvard. At the time of Its de
of
“Joe"
Harm’s
alarm
clock
which,
memorial chapel and the $100,000
ored” lights were suggested. The
structlonthe library contained but
FOR SALE— 2x4s suitable for
amidst the debris and ruins of the
police say: "Drivers will pay no centenary fund has been completed.
a quarter of a million volumes, hm garages and' chicken coops Sty to
fire, rang forth its summons to the
The
ministerial
pension
fund
has
attention to anything hut red. That
these works had been accumului 6ty ft. long, 8 cents each. 7 ft. long
been established by gifts already then thoroughly awakened Harms.
makes them stop.”
Ing for five centuries. The site el 10 cents each. H. J. Heinz Co.,
"Joe"
confessed
he
had
set
it
for
received of $1,170,000 and addithe present library Is the finest In Holland,
2tcl0
6:30
in
order
to
study
German.
Y.
Why it that red impre>s»-g men tional pledges of more than $50,000.
all Louvain, occupying one entire
pital for

in less than a year
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LOOK AHEAD ONE YEAR.
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Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market
The Food Emporium

of

Holland

Heat & Grocery Specials for Saturday
Tender Boiling Beef ......................I2tyc
Fancy Beef Pot Roast .....................18*20c
Pork Roast (Fresh Picnics) .................17c
Tender Round or Sirloin Steak .......... .... 28c
Legs of Spring Lamb or Lamb Chops .......... 28c
100 pet. Pure Pork Sausage ..................14c
Fresh Made Hamburger ..............
16c
Fresh Churned No. I Creamery Butter ........ 35c
Full Wisconsin Cream or Longhorn Cheese
24c
Oysters fresh from the C iast, a quart ......... 60c
No. 2ty size can Peaches ....................20c
No. 2 size can Pineapple ..................20c
Medium Red Salmon, tall can ............... 18c

—

Government Inspected Meats.

—

Groceries of

National Repute.

We

anywhere in
Phone 2941

deliver any order C. O. D.
the City for 5 cents.

Buehler Bros.,

Inc., 34

W. 8th

HOLLAND, MICH.
. PHONE 2941

'

Mich.

1

13.

&

—

McGilvra Heads

M. For Year

and cu*u the lower nnimuls'r Is it.
the (•erhuim,because men, for forty
million years, and animals through
presidencyof the Y. M. C. A. for
hundreds of millionsof years be
the ensuing year after a close and fore men came, have known, and In
hard fought election at the weekly herired one great dread, the red
meeting last evening. He was op- blaze of a forest or prairie lire?

--

o

-

Mich.

side of the Place du Peuple. Tin
architect was Whitney Warren, win
was chosen by
Internal Iona

ARRIVED

FOR SALE OR RE NT-Good 80
acre farm 7 miles north of Allegan
on
Junior Class Girls
just off the Monterey Road. Good
committee.The corner stone war
1 huildings,11-room house, furnace,
laid
by
Nicholas
Murray
Butler.
By DR. JOHN W. HOLLAND
water in house, windmill,basement
bam; good fertile,heavy loam soil,
Better do it now. 0|>|Mirtu
Letter from Mrs. G. J. Diekema
all under cultivation. Address Rubie
nlty
gives
no
encores.
Tells of Court Affairs
“Act of God” Legally
posed by Clarence Becker, another
Buck, 514 South Park St, KalaKeep your thoughts stirring.
The national industrialconferThe legal meaning of act of God mazoo,
3tpl0.
junior, who followed so closely that
The
quiet |mki| grows scum.
ence hoard tells you that the wealth
The junior class girls were given
is any accident due to natural
the tellers were forced to report a ol the United .States amounts to *
The
secontl
excuse
f<»r
tin
the home of Mrs. M. S.
esuses, directly and exclusively,
FOR SALE— Upright piano, can*
same failure Is gcucrullt
31-30 vote. As president and vice- three hundred and sixty billion one Dregman last Friday. A delightful
without human Intervention,such be seen at Mrs. Cora Reynolds,
a lie.
program was planned for the enterpresidentthey will direct the des- hundred million.
as could not have been prevented Fennville.Mrs. E. P. Leland, Hotel
The young man who vviiiitainment of the girls. The “game of
by any amount of foresight, pains Browning, Grand Rapids, Mich.
tinies of campus religiousendeavfor
something
to
turn
up
It sounds a lot, hut It Is only cities was won by Olive Peeke.
and care reasonably to have been
stpio;
ors for 1930. The retiring president
Holland, Mich.
212-216 River Avenue,
will get turned d'»vvn.
$•'1,000 for each American, witn Fruit salad, nuts, and tea were
expected. Broadly, the term usu
is Leonard Hogenboom of the about $500 extra for New Yorkers the refreshments in which the girls
ally applies to natural accidents,
Bcmemlier that a bee can
FOR SALE— A Fordson tractor
indulged.
senior class. Allen Brunson is the That isn't enough.
such as those caused by lightning, and tractor plow, in good condition,
gather honey, and use bis
If u healthy black slave In 1800
Mrs. Dregman
"'^Kinan told
ioin of
oi the
me letter
floods, earthquakes and tempests. and at the right price. Isaac Van
stingerat the same time.
new secretary,while Melvin Coswas worth on the auction block receivedfrom Mrs. G. J. Diekema,
A severe snowstormwhich blocked Dyke company,Zeeland, Mich.
The great task of soHeiy I*
ting will be treasurer.Y. M. has
$1,000,wbat is the value of an which related her experience on
up railroadswas held within this
FOR SALE— Because we are in3tpl0.
to keep down the number
-o—
American willing to work and able being presented to the Queen of
rule. Also. In a case where fruB
FOR SALE— An 80-acre farm, stalling electricity, we will sell at
of loafers at the top and
ordinarily to earn at least $5 a day? The Netherlands. It also spoke of
trees were frozen In transit. It was
bottom.
GOOD BUILDING LOT FOR nine miles north of Zeeland, or will a bargain a 50 lb. Colt Carbide'
Orators Appear In
the manv governmentalfunctions,
held to he the act of God when it SAKE— Van Raalte Ave. Inquire trade for city property. Inquire at lighting plant with all the pipe and,
by We*l> in NcMcpnpt-iL'ulou)
Chapel, To Compete
Human machines alone, leaving teas, and dinners which have kept
was proved that there had been no News Office.
413 Columbia Ave., Holland, Mich. fixtures in good working order, for‘
3tpl0
out mines, real estate, factorlei,are her busy.
Improper delay on the part of the
$50.00. It cost me $273.00. If you
At Lansing Friday worth more than three hundred and
carrier.
will come within two weeks time
FOR SALE— Medium sized platsixty billions.
ter and ten platex, Haviland China,
FOR SALE— Modern house, with you can see it working.Meindert
This land and Ita people are
“After slavery — what?" asked
CALL up 5181 for your paper can be seen at A. M. Hulsen’* Jew- furnace, garage, hen house, five or Vander Wall, Jenison,R. 2, Mich.
hanging and painting. Paper and elry Store, Fennville. For price* ten acres of land, also some fruit
Gladys Huizenga yesterday morn- worth whatever science and Indus
try chooses to produce— certainly
work very reasonable.George Breu- 1 addrexx Mr*. E. P. Leland, Hotel; trees. Located a half mile north of
FOR SALE— Three good Jersey
ing as the student body assembled not mere billions,hut trllllona.
ker, 17 West 15th
3tpl2i Browning,Grand Rapids, Mich.
Main street on Franklinavenue. heifers coming three years old in
to hear their “girl orator.” Her
3tpl0.
Electricity available. Can be bought spring. Due to freshen in March.
Taxes may be bigger.
FOR SALE- A quantity of alfal-|
reasonable.David Hoffman, R.R. 1, Choice $75.00; all three for $215.00.
I successful.As for instance, at a
oration, which was well organized,
PresidentHoover warns congress
Oscar Johnson.
3tpl0
Enjoying immensely the privilege j dinner attended by the Queen, when fa hay. Also some clover and alsike. j Notice— Having the phone in the Zeeland,
dealt chiefly with the program that it lx inclinedto spend money
Inquire of Mrs. J. B. Keene, 543 residence now, you can call 7220F6
RR 7, four miles east of Allegan
of
talking
with
the
United
States!
Her
Majesty
saw
fit to avoid the
which the scientificworld has made too freely. An Increase of 40 per
Zeeland, when you have any rags,
FOR SALE— About 400 acres of on M118.
Minister to the Netherlands,a customary court French and to em- TrowbridgeSt, Allegan,
since the Civil War, and questioned cent in tuxes might follow any too
3tpl2. paper, magazines, etc., to sell. Best muck land in all consistingof small
yottng
who
was
recently
enrolled
at
j
Pl°y
Dutch
as
the
medium
of
conliberal appropriations.
market price paid for junk. M. farms from 10 acres and up with
if we had progressed with it. She (®. ISSO. by Ridi Features Syndic***, lacj
Hope College wrote a friend on the J yersationin honor of the new min80 ACRE farm 8 miles northeast Baehr. Number is not in telephone buildings and without. Some very
campus
of
his being entertainedby 'ster. Mr. Diekema was himself
displayed poise and clearness of
0
Vf- /• ( T-V' ..... . .
ml, n.l V... LI
3tpl0
Allegan, by Lemoin school house. ' book.
good bargains. Inquire Bessel VanMr. G. J. Diekema. Arthur Taze- asked by Her Majesty whether he
speech. Her enunciationand articuFor quick sale, $2,800 or would sell
Non* to Lcavo
de Bunte, 41 E. 10th street, Hollaar. who attended Hope College would prefer the Dutch or the
lation were everywherelabeled as
SALE—
Double
brooder
with stock and tools. 9 milch cows.
land, Mich. Phone
3tpll
Luther Charles was very fond oi two years ago and who is now em- French. With characteristicpoise
“unusuallygood” This morning ungel food cake and hud been per ployed at a large foreign business he replied that, since she was Mrs. Isabella Knowlton. 3tpl2. house 10x12 and 10x18 and two
brooder stoves and one cutter. GerPaul Brower emphasized“Culture milted by his grandmother to go to office in Solingi n, Germany, reports Queen, she should decide. Thus it
SALE— Stored OrthophonWANTED — Reliable man who rit E. Talsma, Borculo, phone icFOR
was
that the native Dutch language
the
pantry
and
get
himself
a
piece
that
Mr.
Diekema
was
glad
to
Victrola. $95.00 value, only
In his powerful and well worded
would be interestedin operating an 29F12. Borculo line.
3tpl0
He returned with un euormoui' meet a young Hopeite.Tazelaar was was used, to the satisfaction of all. applicationroofing business in his,
$29.50. Wonderful buy. Meyer Muoration. He seemed perfectly at
Referringto the German folk
chunk of cake In bis hand and hi* invited to sit down- and have a
own community. Necessary that I Have you anything to sell, ad- sic House. 17 W. 8th street, Hol«aae, and his pleasant voice capti- grandmother Inquired:
with whom
he now works and lives
cigar, emu
and the
of them
mu two
ww vj ui
mem talked
iuiivcu
111
•••vd,
land,
Stcll.
mt ouriHcrn t fcuuu jjuwti
party have some financial responsi- vertise it in this column,
vated the interestof his audience
“Luther Charles,didn’t you leave over their memoriesof the college, Arthur Tazelaar observed that
bility and will bear investigation.
•
^
**frK/k\r
aitvcxltr
n
.
A
any?”
‘They surely are a bunch of fine
the city, etc.
FOR SALE— Majestic all electric
while his wall rounded theme held
few cords of
Give full informationregarding FOR SALE—
fellows! I shall never say anything
“Leave any?" he replied with an
radio. Low Boy model. Only $65.00. Distinctive
Mr. Diekema remarked that the
ita attention.
yourself, also telephonenumber. stove wood. Joe Meeuwsen, phone
innocent,expression. “Why thU
Hague was as interestinga post as against a German again.” At the Good opr
. portunity 7<
or right man. 721 1F21, Zeeland, Mich, R2. StplO Meyer Music House, 17 West 8th
Friday the two orators will attend was all there was."
large cutlery factory at Solingen
Street.
could fall to the lot of foreign
Address Lock Box 889, South Bend,
the sectional contest at East LanTazelaar writes out invoices in
Priced
diplomatic representative of the
Ind.
FOR
SALE
—
A-l
all
around
3tcl2.
alBf. Rath Bolhuis and Warren
-o
FOR
SALE— Team of horses,
United States. He feels much at English and Dutch, since these lanhorse
about
1300
pounds.
Also
Kreunen will be their guests. Dr.
Miss Evelyn Bolhuis underwent home among the people with whom guages are native to him. He also
weight 2750. Also beagle hound
FOR SALE— A five tube battery Guernsey cow heifer. Enquire of
c
J. B. Nykerk, coach of oratory, will
Ottawa-Aliegan Monn’t Co.
an operationfor anpendicitis at the he must deal, and that goes a long must deal in the money rates of radio. Price $15.00. 328 Maple Ave.' Joe De Hoop, Vriesland, Mich.
EJuppies. W. W. Welch, Route 4,
8-3w.
Holland hospitalTuesday avening.way towards making the mission
many foreign countries.
F
StplO
71 bit (l|Mh It. N»na
Raymond McGilvra

won

At

Six Cylinder Sentences

O

Dregman Tea Friday

The new 1930 Line of Baby

Mich.

Carriages andStrolIers. Come
in and See Them!

tea

JAS. A.

i
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-

Arthur Tazelaar Recently Enrolled

-

Here Talks To Mr. Diekema Abroad
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BROUWER COMPANY
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-
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THE HOLLAND CITY

NEWS

COMMITTEE ASKS
DAY OF PRAYER
BE OBSERVED

versary date. Upon this day, thirty
. were united in mar- ,
years ago, they
riage. Mr. Visch is an empl
employee
.
of
the Mead Johnson Co., in which
plant he started l^is work when it
Stores will close one-half day and
was known as the Brower Cheese
reouesta all to join in services
factory at the age of seventeen
which will be held in various
years and has continued to work
churches.
there till the present time. Their
Wednesday,March 12th, has been
children are Garry Visch of Holdesignated as the Annual Day of
land, Marie, nurse at the Huizenga
Prayer which has been observed in
Memorial hospital, and Louise and
this community for some years
Elizabeth Visch at home. Their
past
many relatives and friends wish
The schools and stores will close
them many more returns of the
during the forenoon and as most
happy day.
of the factories are running only
Mrs. L. Wagner of Ann Arbor
part time they are requestedto join
attended the marriage ceremonyof
and close that day and co-operate
her nephew, Dr. Oliver Veneklasen,
in as far as possible.
and Miss Lucile Vander Werf of
We hope and trust that the con- Holland last Thursday. She also
sistories and boards of the various
spent several days at the home of
churches will do all in their power
her sister, Mrs. Delia Veneklasen,
to make it a day of earnest prayer
on West Main street.— Zeeland
and petition and that they urge the
Record.
people to assemble in their respecThe next meeting of the local
tive houses of worship.
Parent-TeachersAssociation will
This is not a day of prayer for
be held on Tuesday, March 18th.
crops only but it is very fitting at
Henry Hoeve returned Tuesday
this time that we should ask the
to his home in Drenthe, being disGiver of every good and perfect gift
missed from the Zeeland hospital,
to bless the work of our hands, for
he has been treated for the
we are entirely dependent upon where
Him for all material blessing. The past four weeks. Mr. Hoeve fell
from a step ladder at his home and
factory worker and businessman as
receivedinternalinjuries.
much as the former.
We as a committee ask kindly The Singing school of the First
Christian Reformed church of Zeefor hearty co-operation of all the
land gave a program for the incitizens of the city of Holland to
mates of the Cutlervillehospital
observe the Day of Prayer as such
Wednesday evening.
in humbleness of heart
Manard Heyboer,who was emPrayer Day Observance Committee.
ployed with the Ezinga Dairy at
This committeeis composedof a
Grand Rapids has discontinuedhis
consistoryor board member from
each of the churches in the city, services there and is now employed
with the Hemkes grocery store in
organized with a president,secrethat city.
tary, and treasurer,to look after
The American Legion Auxiliary
this work.
will hold its regular meetingson
Coach A. H. Muyskcns of Chris- Monday evening, March 10. The
tian High School received a tele- birthday party has been postponed
gram Wednesday morning announc- until Monday evening, March 17th.
ing the death of his mother at her All auxiliary members and husbands and Legionnaires and wives
home in Lynden, Wash.
o
are invited.
John Deters, Sr., and son John,
RABBIT ASSOC! ATIOS HOLDS
of New Groningen,attended the
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
funeral services for a relativein

-

25-27 Bast Eighth St.

Store

Hours: 8:30 a.

Fremont Monday.
Mrs. R. J. Vanden Berg enterUined her Sunday School class of
young ladies at her home Monday
evening at a delicious supper,
after which a happy social hour
was si>ent. Those present were the
John Ter Vree, secretary;and Misses Ardeth Grable, Dorothy

John Morley, treasurer. Rufus Cra- Corwin, Mildred Flagcl, Julia Van
Tamelen, Alyce Bryson, Kathryn
mer was the retiring president.
New directorswere also named Boonstra, Mildred De Pree, Mildred
at the meeting. Those elected for a
three year term were Edward Brouwer and Paul Wojahn. For a two
year term George Dykstra and
Floyd Taylor were named, while
for the one year term those elected
by the members were Gale Johnson and Dan Mieras.

PLUMBERS HOLD MEETING

Davis, Antoinette

Van

An

m.;

8:30—9:30

Sat.

Phone

2828

Charming

in

Coil

every detail. In Jacquard Velour.

unusual Value at

Try To Match This Suite

Bed Springs at $6.65

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIAL

Pillow Arms.

at

One-Third more. Walnut Veneerd. Eight Piece Suite at'

Bed, Coil, Springs and Mattress Special

Cash

$122;

price also sold

on easy payments.

50 Cash price -also sold
on easy yayments.

$72•

$12.95

SHIRTS

LDEN CREST
A

A

style thats sure to please.

great deal of quality

at

mans
dressey style
popular young

$3 69 in a typical young

shoe.

New

made

over

•

mans last. Desireable rounded edge soles and

New Super Value

heels—
Broadcloth Shirts.

Koevering,

Joan Wyngarden, Mrs. H. Dickman, Mrs. Lester De Pree, Mrs. Alwin De Pree, Mrs. Bertrus Boone
and Mrs. Sam De Pree.
Miss Myrtle Gras was pleasantly surprised Thursday evening
when a number of young folks
held a surprise on her, the occa-

$3.69

shirt quality for your

—

is

reducing the hosiery

buying

DOLLAR!

Black Patent Leather.

of our

do you have

longer

to

$1.00

pay

Silk

SERVICE WEIGHT

for only

and heel. But come — see them

ONE DOLLAR-SAVE

ONE

yourself

THE DIFFERENCE!

very smartest. One

strap for ladies.

20 Springtime Shades— Misty Evening

Tints or

Darker Street Tones

Every Thread
Men’s Hats

respectable sized honor roll for

EASTSAUGATUCK
Mr. Lambert Vos of East Saugatuck was pleasantly surprised at
his home Tuesday evening,
ev
the occasion being his 65th birthday anniversary. Games were played and
prizes were won by Mr. Harry Poll,
Mrs. Albert Lubbers, Mrs. Herman
Vos and Mrs. Henry Pieper. Booby
rizes were won by Mr. and Mrs.
ert Van Dis, Mr. Vander Kamp and
Mrs. S. Weigerink.Mr. Lambert
Vos received many beautifulgifts.
A bounteous luncheon was served
to the following guests: Mr. and
Mrs. Lambert Vos and son Den,
Mr. and Mrs. D. Vander Kamp, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph H. Vos of Overisel,
Mr. and Mrs. John Sale, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Vos, Mr. and Mrs. Herman A. Vos, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
0. Vos, Mr. and Mrs. Rein Vos, Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Vos, all of Holland,
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pieper, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Lubbers and sons
Lambert and Henry, Mr. and Mrs.
Simon Wiegerink and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Poll and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dis and

February.Here they are: Grade
6:— Randall Claver, Esther Weersing, Joy Weersing, Laverne De
Vries, Jason Vander Weide, Joyce
De Jonge, Gayle Boone, Hazel
Stephenson,Grace Grant. Grade
5:-— Helen Fairbanks, Thelma Van
Dyke, Clarissa Vredeveld,Anna
Mae Wyngarden, Betty De Pree,
Russell Munro, Jean Vander Wege,
Hazel De Koster, Ruth Telgenhof,
Joyce Wierenga, James Wabeke,
Willard Wabeke, BeatriceWiersma,
Junior Stephenson, Kenneth Winstrom, Alvin Borr, Eleanor De
Vries, Angie Brummel. Grade 4:
Rosabel De Haan, Jack De Kruif,
Milton Roelofs, Henry Scholten,
Harold Tjepkema, Jtay Van Om
men, Joan Ver Lee, Agnes Walters,
|Mary Price, Gordon Holleman,
Junior Schripsema, MargaretBerghorst, Dorothy Waldo, Agnes Snel-

-

Pure Silk
from

$3.50

Top

Embodies every refinement

Si

Toe

to

of the

3 Pairs for s289

Luxurious in beauty

—

unparalleledin
quality! You can wear

S'f these lovely stockings!fine, even weave — no
shadows— no flaws Everythingyou want in a stocking
- and you save on every pair you buy. (Our No. 950 )

them for the finestdress
wear. Pure

—

toe

.

.

.

silk

from top to

new

seasons style, bal-

ance and proportion in strict
keeping with the latest dictates of

mens headwear fash-

to others, a hat of appearance far beyond its price.
ion

Sheer Chiffon or Service Weight

Picot-top chiffon

Same Low

at the

or service weisht. Equal

Price

— $1.00

to hose selling for $1-95.

(Our No. 956.)

House Frocks

ler, Carl Boos, Nella Pyle.

A program will be rendered by
the Byron Center Quartet assisted

In smart

the Third Christian Reformed
church at Zeeland on Wednesday,
March 12th (Prayer Day) evening

Prints, Broadcloth at only

at 7:45 o’clockunder the auspices
of the Young Men’s Bible Class.
daughter Mrs. Martin of East
Rev. John Everington will give a
Saugatuck.
stereopticonlectureon “Cathedral
Cities of England" on Prayer Day
GRAAFSCHAP
evening, March 12th, at 7:45 at the
First Christian Reformed church.
A kitchen shower was given on This program is given under the
Tuesday afternoon in honor of auspices of the Girls Society Ester
Miss MargaretBeck sford who is to of that church.
be a March bride. The shower was
Lambert Brower is able to be at
iven by Mrs. Richard Lubbers and his post of duty again after his
Irs. John Becksford, at the home full which resultedin some broken
the latter. The bride-to-bere- ribs last week.
ceived many beautiful and useful
The Ladies’ Aid society of the
gifts from thoughtful friends. A Second Reformed church, Zeeland,
three-course luncheon was served held a birthday party banquet at
and was a feature on this happy the church parlorslast Friday eveoccasion. Those present were Mrs. ning and the ladies had their betGeorge Brinkman, Mrs. C. Knool, ter halves as honor guests for the
Mrs. J. Nevenzel, Mrs. Jacob Gar- occasion. Twelve tables were set,
velink, Mrs. Bert Wolters, Mrs. each very appropriately decorated
Gerrit Heneveld, Mrs. Albert for the month they representedand
the members with the guests whose
birthdays came in the months corresponding with these tables were
ten, Mrs. Richard Lubbers, Mrs. assigned scats there. A very interlohn Becksford,Miss Jeannette esting program was given, after
’eters, Miss Dena Speet, Miss the dinner was over, in which many
Alice Becksford and Miss Margar- took part, and talks were given on
et Becksford.
subjectsappropriate to the months
Folks around Graafschap are be- from the respectivegroups.
ginning to find out who is to run
Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg has anat the coming caucus.
nounced for his services Sunday the
o
topic, “God’s Use of Men" for the
ZEELAND
morning sermon, while his talk to
the children will be based on “A
Mrs. Henry Bluekamp enter- PeculiarTreasure.” In the evening
tained severalof her friends at her he will preach on the subject, “The[
home on Centennial street Thurs- Lady that I Love," a study of the
day afternoon. Those present were second epistle by St John.
the Misses Anna, Jennie and FranThe Men’s Adult Bible Class of
cis Van Bree, Mrs. Herman M. the Second Reformed church, ZeeKrommendykeand daughter Con- land, next Sunday, during the Sunnie Mae, and Mrs. Henry Bluekamp. day School period, will discuss the
Dainty refreshments were served Parable of the Sower, and the
by Mrs. Henry Bluekamp.The af- thoughts, first, the parable: What
ternoon was pleasantly spent and is a parable? second,the soils: Are
all enjoyed an agreeablesocial there different classes of hearers in
hour.
the church today? Can the soil be
Mrs. P. Cobum spent a visit in changed? How? All men are inHolland with her childrenSunday. vited.
Next Sunday morning, Rev. J.
The following is a schedule of
Van Peursem of Zeeland will the various meetings at the Free
eh on the theme, “The Bible Methodist Church, Zeeland, for the
le Telescope of Vision,”the first week of March 9. announced bv the
sermon in a series 'on the book of nastor,Rev. E. W. Price. For SunHebrews.His subject for the eve- day: 9:30 a.m., Sunday school:
ning service is, “How did we get 10:30 a.m., preaching service; 3:00
the Bible?” New members will be p.m., prayer serviceat the church;
received at the morning service.
6:30 p.m., the Young people’s meetThursday, March 6th, is the day ing; and 7:30 n.m.. evangelistic serto be remembered by Mr. and Mrs. vice. For Thursday: 7:30 p.m.,
Dick Vikch as their wedding anni- prayer meeting at the church.

each

or more pairs lor the same money. Just imagine

Lisle slipper sole, toe

-tomorrow! PAY

One

—

Picot-Top Chiffon or All

•—

No

o( the nation!

(or hosiery chic!

of pairs for less money

$2.98

bills

money.

Women everywhere are learning that by
GOLDEN CREST STOCKINGS they can have the same number

$1.50 to $1.95

anniversary. Those present were

Hepler, assistantsanitary engineer Bosch, and Messrs. Leonard Seinen,
John Gras, Jerome Gras, Gerrit
Digers, Lawrence Vanden Bosch,
and Chris Van Hoven. Miss Gras
and the State.”
receivedmany beautifuland useful
Among those present were Roy Rifts. .
B. Champion, superintendentof the
Leonard Kievit has purchased the
Board of Public Works, and his residence on the corner of Alpine
staff, Frank E. Stuart, state field and Colonial avenues, Zeeland, besecretary, Glenn P. Seeley, vice- longing to Jacob Janssen. Mr. and
presidentof the Michigan State as- Mrs. Janssen expect to leave for
sociationof Plumbing and Heating the Netherlands about the first of
dealers, and W. A. Johnson, secre- April.
tary and treasurer of the associaZeeland schools again boast of a

New

quality Patterns Colors. More

sion being her eighteenth birthday

of the state department of health of
‘ ansing, gave a talk on “What the
lumbing Code Will Do for Holland

Holland, Mich.

Upholstered Suites

the Misses Myrtle Gras, Grace
The local plumbers and members Palmbos, Jennie Weaver, Marie
of the Boa
ml of Public Works held Cook. Leona Bridgold, Anna Van
a meeting and banquet Tuesday Hoven, Anna Van Noord, Susie
evening at which time John M. Palmbos and Catherine Vanden

tion.

m., to 5:30 p.

Co

&

MATTRESS

-

The Greater Holland Rabbit and
Cavy Breeders association held a
regular meeting at the city hall
>ruesday evening. Election of officers was held and the following
were elected: Dewey Jaarsma, president; Rufus Cramer, vice-president;

Montgomery Ward

Check Ginghams

Another Favorite!

A Favorite

Pure Silk Stocking:

Value at

Mid Weight

98c.
Regular and Extra

This

is

Strvice Weight

Top

Silk to

one

of

Silk to

Hem

our biggest hosierybargains.Daintiness

combined with durabilityCompare them for quality
with stockingsmost stores sell for ONE DOLLAR!
All popular shades. (Our No. 941, French heel;

sizes

our

No

Ford’s and Chevrolet’s

944, Pointed heel.)

Moke

PER PAIR

Ward wear 1 year Guarantee

Ward's Your Hosiery Headquarters

$5.49
$1.00 allowance

on your

old

Battery.

$61.75

IS

Buy on Easy Pay
ments. Don’t

let

$84.95 Cash Price.
•

our

remarkable lowprice
on thisoutfit mislead
you.
Exactly same grade

$51.85

Sparkling Porcelain Enamel inside and out. Semi-BallonRoll
Wringer. Bright nickel plated Reliable Wardway Gyrator
action proved in ten thousand

homes. Guaranteed lor ten
years. Easy payment price.
Only $5. down, $8.00 month.

Extra Large Cast Iron Range.
Easy payments if desired.

as sold by Leading

We have

-

Plumbing Shops everywhere.

a local

Plumber who

will furnish estimates on

*122

HAWTHORNE FLYER
$32.25

cash

Fully equipped nickel pans
chromium plated. Easy payments $5.50down,$5.50m’th.

Sheets

We have a Complete Line of
Wall Paper in the Basement.

installation Free.

House Dressei

Cotton Blankets

89c

69c
x 90 sheets
specially priced. Quantity

Smart color combination
and good styles. Special

Splendid quality— soft and

is limited.

price. Quantity limited

limited quantity.

Good quality, 72

_ ___

Electric Gyrator

warm. Special price on

..,i

Four

THE HOLLAND CITY
Among

the

of patents allow-

list

ed at Washington the names of
Felix Moser of Holland appears
with a sounding board bridge for
pianos,also James Wesley Lee of
R*t. J. V*n Westenburgof Hope Grand Haven, maker of sheet metal
Reformed church, Chicago, will and Herbert H. William, also of
broadcast a Dutch sermon over ra- that city, a refrigerator.
With the return of wintry weathdio station WVBI (Moody Bible
•Utkin) on Thursday, March 13, at er the fruit situation appears to
3:36 p.m. His many friends here have been saved in Ottawa and Allegan counties. This is a good year
may tune in if they so desire.
so far for fruit crops and with the
An Ottawa county circuit court reports of loss from winter freezjury gave a verdictawarding |777
ing in the regions farther south it

damages from the Safety Motor cherry buds are set for a good

Coach lines as the result of his car
having been struck by a Greyhound
bus in 1928. Koning is a telegraph
operatorin Holland,is 21 years and
unmarried. Carl E. Hoffman is the
attorney for the plaintiff and the
opposing attorneys are Cross and
Ten Cate of the firm of Diekema,
Cross and TenCate of Holland.

crop this year.

Mrs. Charles Calkins of Grand
Haven fell down the cellar stairs
at her home on Sixth street recently and was dangerously hurt
She was caught at tne foot ot me
steps and was held there until extricated by her husband, who found

Dr. G. W. Winter of Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Lemmen
presented the Huizenga Memorial hope to round out a wedded career
hospital with a Basal metabolism of 51 years this mofith, their annirpachine which is used in diagnos- versary occurring March 16. Their
ing diseases of the thyroid gland. children are John Lemmen, Mrs.
Mrs. Chris A. De Jonge of Zeeland returned to her home on
mitted to an operation two weeks
Church street from the Zeeland
hospitalThursday where she subago. She is recovering nicely. She
is a former Holland woman.
The Ladies Aid Society of the
Christianschool, Zeeland,will meet
this week Friday afternoon at the
usual time and place. Rev. P. Yonker of Holland will address the
ladies.

Rev. N. J. Monsma, pastor of
the Ninth St. Chr. Ref. Church of
Holland, lectured in the interests

NEWS
lection period.

LARGE LOCAL PLANT IS^
BIG MONEY MAKER

» •

John Brinkman, Claude Lemmen

•

Holland Furnace Stockholders
and Mrs. M. J. Steketee. Mr. and
Share in Record Profits
Mrs. Lemmen were bom in Graafschap, the children of two pioneer
couplet, Mr. and Mrs. John LemAccording to a statement handed
men and Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Zanten, who came to the Holland col- out by Arthur W. Wrieden of the
ony with the Van Raalte party in Holland Furnace Co., signed by
1847. They were married in 1879 President A. H. Landwehr,that loby Rev. D. Mollema in a public cal firm despite the stressful periceremony in the Christian Re- od is doing an exceptionalbusiness
formed church at Graafschap. They and is making a handsome profit
left the farm about 25 years ago according to a printed statement
and since have lived in Holland.
the net profits for the year, after
Outcome of the oration-declara-all charges and provisionsfor Fedtion contestin the high school audi- eral Taxes, were $2,202,878.48,
as
torium, Saugatuck, Wednesday fol- compared with $1,245,189.60 for
lows: Declaration,first, Ellen the year 1928. After the payment
Smith; second, Joy Taylor; third, of dividends on preferred stock,
Betty Singraber.Oration: first, this is equivalentto $4.85 per share
Roxie Mize; second, Lawrence on 432,196 shares of non par comChambers; third, Nina Howard. mon stock outstanding at the end
Mrs. Anna Blaine coached the pu- of 1929, as against $2.81 on 402,857
-

Accepted

intelligentunderstandingof the
On motion of Aid. Vandenberf,
Treas, ordered propositionmight be had. On moThe report was adopted and the
collection fees and tion of Aid. Hyma, 2nd by Veltman, Ordinance placed on the Third

and

charged with the
credited with returned taxes.
Resolved, that an amendment to
Clerk reported that subject to our present charter be presented to
instructionshe had advertised the the voters at the Biennial Spring
proposed rezoning of that territory Election to be held on Monday,
between 8th and 9th streets run- April 7, 1930, whereby Sec. 23 of
ning from Columbia Ave. east to Title III governing the electionof
Lincoln Ave. from Commercial and officers be clarified where there are
B. Residentialto Industrial, and of more than two candidates for ofthe time and place for hearing any fice, where two officers are to be
objections that might be made to elected without a separation of the
such reclassification. Mr. Kiekint- ballot.
veld owning a home on the south
Carried all voting Aye.
side of 9th St. near Lincoln Ave.
General Order of the Day
objected to such change statingthat
On motion of Aid. Kleis,
it would lower the value of his
The Common Council went into
property. After being informed the Committeeof the Whole on the
that his home was located in what General Order of the Day. The Maywas already Industrial territory, or called Aid. Kleis to the chair.
there were no further objections, After some time spent therein, the
and on motion of Aid. Vandenberg, Committee arose, and through its
RESOLVED, that the recommenda- Chairman, reported having had untion of the Appeal Board request- der considerationan ordinance ening such reclassificationbe ap- titled "An OrdinanceTermed the
proved and the territoryin ques- Annual Appropriation Bill of the
tion be rezoned as suggested.
City of Holland for the fiscal year
commencing on the third Monday
Carried.
in March, A.D., 1920, and asked
Motions and Resolutions
On motion of Aid. Kleis.
and recom-

Reading of Bills.
Third Reading of Bills
An Ordinanceentitled“An Ordinance Termed the Annual Appropriation Bill of the City of Holland
for the fiscal year commencing on
the third Monday in March A.D.,
1930” was read a third time, and
On motion of Aid. KJeis,
RESOLVED, that said Ordinance
do now pass.
Said resolutionprevailed all voting Aye.
Aid. Jonkman brought out the
fact that since the budget had been
cut approximately10 per cent on
most all funds, it would be necessary for the various boards and
committees of the Council to exercise the strictest economy throughout the year and keep their expenditures within the budget and,
On motion of Aid. Jonkman,
The Clerk was instructedto address a communicationto the various boards calling their attention
to the necessityof so doing.
Adjourned.
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.

of the School for ChristianInstruction at the North St. Chr.
Ref. Church of Zeeland Wednesday evening. The lecture was followed by a short program by the
her missing.
school under the supervision of
Sheriff Steketee has returned
The Van Raalte School Parent- Supt. H. Vork, who exhibited a
shares at the end of 1928. Net sales
from Jackson and Ionia prisons Teachers club will present an in- series of stereopticon views. Sev- pils.
where he took Joseph H. Hutton terestingand varied entertainment eral numbers were given by the
A fruit growers meeting will be for the year amounted to $18,671,of Hammond, Ind., and Charles Monday and Tuesday evenings, pupils of the Zeeland Christian held Saturday, March 15, at the 828.38, representing an increase of
Bronson. They will spend 18 and 12 which will include a play, a musical
Fennville high school. Specialists $2,822,793.64over 1928.
school.
The strong financialposition of Vandenberg.RESOLVED, that the mended ,t8 P®88**®
months respectively.Hutton was comedy and other musical numbers
from Michigan State college will
Today
Pastor
H.
Bultema
of
the
company is evidenced by the Mayor appoint a committeeof 3 to
found guilty of transportingliiiuor
lecture on spraying asd production
..and readings.The play is entitled
vote of the recent Prithe votl
and Bronson for the non-payment uUnc,e Georjfe Pops In » The CJLst Muskegon will begin a weekly ser- of small fruits. This will be the last fact that current assets were canvas me
mary Election held on Monday,
ies at the Zeeland Tabernacleto
$14,057,541.02,
as
compared
with
of
a
series
of
winter
meetings
for
of
\ js as follows: Uncle George, Ancontinue during March on “The
current liabilities of $2,113,824.98, Mar. 3rd, 1930.
The Allegan Community Playert,! thony Peerbolt; Kent Steele, Mr. Tabernacle in the Wilderpess." Allegan county fruit growers. It
Carried.
making a net working capital of
who have given two plays this win j De Weert; Mrs. Steele,Margaret This will be taught from a large will begin at 1:30 p.m.
Mayor appointedns such com$11,943,716.04.
This represents an
The
Sorosis
society,
the
oldest
plays will be
be ! Paul; Fred Potter. Verne Kerweck- chart, in the Holland language.
ter, announce no more plays
mittee Aids. Kleis, Steffens and
increase in working capital of
literary club at Hope college,
given this season. They desire to
to er; Mrs. Potter.Paula Stoerk.The
Veltman.
Monday evening Dr. Pieter’s coed
has adopted an honor code covering $1,493,074.27 over the previous
• Griswold
"
* * musical comedy, “Eat and Grow
give the next play *
in the
After a brief recess the commitBible Class studying the Book of
year. During the year, $156,300.00
Memorial auditorium,which it now Thin,” is under the direction of Revelationwill meet again at 7 :30 conduct of its members at examina of preferred stock and $285,000.00 tee reported that they had made
lions. Violations are subject to
is expected will be completed early Mrs. Kalkman.Among the musical
o’clock in Trinity Church. The
gold debentures have been retired. such ranvas and submitted u tabuthis fall. Contractor Frank Dyke numbers is a marimba solo and a class is still growing.Last week punishment. A pledge system also
The Manufacturers’Appraisal lar statement of same, and on mois enforced on new members,whose
of Holland is building this build- trio from the high school.
more than two hundred were prescompany
has recently completed an tion of Aid. Kleis. 2nd by Veltman.
ing and former Judge Cross now
The Fourteenth Street and Ma- ent to listen to the exposition of initiation is deferred until it is de- appraisal of Holland Furnace Co. RESOLVED, that the report of the
of Holland is on the building com- ple Avenue ChristianReformed the Book of the Bible which has termined whether the scholastic
properties,showing a sound value votes cast for the several persons
mittee. Miss Elaine Vaupcll, well churches will have usion services been the subject of much thought standard has been maintained.
of $2,219,166.19.These properties who have received a majority of
known in Holland, has taken an on Prayer Day, March 12. The and discussion. Members of differ- .Coach A. H. Muyskens of Holland are curried on our books at a de- the votes cast for the respective
active interest in the Allegan pro- united congregations will meet at ent churches attend. All arc wel- Christianschool receivedannounceoffices for which they were candipreciatedvalue of $1,244,668.38.
dates be and hereby are declared
ductions and will soon direct the 10 a.m. in the Maple Avenue church come.
ment of the death of his mother
Featuring
In spite of authentic information,
Hope College Senior play this and at 7:30 in the Fourteenth
Wednesday at Lynden, Wash., indicating a decreaseof 31 per elected to such office as follows:
Prof. Berkhoff of Calvin College
Street church.
spring.
gave a scholarly and interesting where she had made her home with cent in residential construction Mayor— Earnest C. Brooks, 2 yrs.
Member of Board of Police &
Prescott
Francisco
and
Theodore
during 1929, the sales increased 18
and informinglecture on “Unde- Rev. D. H. Muyskens. She was 77.
Rev. B. J. Danhof, pastor of the
Gerrit Neerken has the distincZuithoff,
the
two
boys
arrested
by
nominationalism” at the meeting of
per cent, and the officials have Fire Comms.— John P. Luidens, 5
First Christian Reformed Church,
tion of being one of three brothers
every reason to believe that, with yrs.
has declined a call to the McBain Grand Haven city police as they the Men’s Federated Bible Classes
Member of Board of Public
ChristianReformed Church at were entering a summer cottage in TrinityChurch Monday evening. whowere bom on the same day of the resumption of residential buildMcBain, Michigan. While the call pleaded guilty upon arraignment. A large audience was present to the same month, different years. ing in 1930 throughout the nation, Works— MartinusVande Water, 5
Played Without Human Contact
appealed to Rev. Danhof as an op- Each was ordered to pay a fine hear the well known professor.He Benjamin Neerken, connected with Holland Furnace company will re- yrs.
Justice of the Peace — John Gallportunityfor uuiet study and and costs of $15.50 and serve 30 stated clearly the history of un- the Commercial Bank at Zeeland is ceive a normal share of this busi10 years older than Gerrit, and the
peaceful living, the conditionof a days in the county jail.
denominationalism,the reasons for
ness and the prospects show these on, 4 yrs.
other brother, who died some years
Justiceof the Peace— Samuel W.
non, who needs expert medical atThe suit of Clarence E. McClery its development in this country and
lines look brighter.
ago, was 2 years older than BenjaMiller,
1 yr. (to fill vacancy.)
tention, has led him to decline the vs. Ralph T. Hayden of Holland the serious objectionswhich could
The company is in a unique posiAlderman 1st Ward — Henry
offer and remain here.— Grand Ha- is listed to come up on Thursday, be raised against it. The Seminary min. They were born April 15. Mr. tion, because it is the only comven Tribune.
This promises to be interestingas Chorus sang several selections. In Ben Neerken was formerly connect- pany in the heating industry with Prins, 2 yrs.
ed with the First State' Bank of nationaldistributionthat controls,
Alderman 2nd Ward— John WoltThe Young Men’s Bible class of it will involve matters in connec- the absence of the president, the Holland.
man,
2 yrs.
tion
with
the
Holland
Motor
Co.
vice
president,
Mr.
N.
J.
Jonker,
through its own service branches,
the Third Reformed church, of
Alderman 3rd Ward— William C.
Hope college societiesand fra- complete sales and supervised inwhich Peter Notier is teacher,ex- and several importantindividuals presided.An orchestra played sevThursday,
13,
eral selections. The large audience lernities are arranging a schedule stallhtionof heating and air-con- Vandenberg,2 yrs.
pects to hold a party for the mem- in that city.
Alderman 4th Ward— Bert Habfor
their
annual
banquets.
Dates
consisting
of
men
and
women
lisditioning
systems.
Every
Holland
bers and their wives at the church
Mrs. Cornelia Van Anrooy of
8:00 P. M.
on March 18.
Grand Haven, who recently sub- tened intentlyto the fine message, approved by the administration branch is equipped to render com- ing, 2 yrs.
Alderman 5th Ward — Fritz
ipe ration in the HoiHoi- j Edward Brouwer, Jewey Jaar- cover the weeks from May 5 to plete heating service, including the
Mrs. Sadie Sumpter has returned mitted to an operation
June 12.
repairingand cleaning of all makes Jonkman, 2 yrs.
to work for the Michigan Bell Tel- land Hospital,is recuperating sma. John Ter Vree. Rufus Cramer,
Admission— Adults 35c.
Alderman 6th Ward — William
of
heating systems, as a result of
Grand
Haven
will
entertain
the
Herman Welters,Nicholas Brouephone Co. after an illness of sevThomson,
2 yrs.
Students 25c
eral months.
Applications for marriage li- wer. George Dykstra, John Morley State Federationof Music clubs which Holland Furnace engineers
Constable 1st Ward— Sam Plagcenses
have
been
received
at
the
I and Paul Wojahns attended a meet- May 21. 22 and 23, it was announced are recognized as authoritieson all
Resumption of early navigation
genhoef, 1 yr.
Tickets For Sale at Meyers Music House
today. Mrs. C. C. Hopkins will con- heating problems.
will not be hampered by ice con- County Clerk’s office: Alfred ing of the Great Lakes Rabbit and
Constable 2nd Ward — Egbert
The
company
has
paid
a
regular
tribute to the entertainmentby
ditions. Black lake is free of ice, Henry Brinkman.23, Holland and Cavy Breeders associationheld in
Bookman, 1 yr.
turning over her house and grounds quarterly dividendof 62 ^ cents
the channel at the harbor is open Marjorie Redder, 19, Holland; Jay Grand Rapids Wednesday night.
Constable 4th Ward— Peter Roos,
to the convention for one
day.
Mrs. per share in cash or, at the option
The
wives
of
these
members
......
#.
Van
Dorple,
21,
Zeeland
and
Gerand very little ice is left in Lake
William U
__ l- _ * • via
1 yr.
of
the
stockholder,
2
per
cent
of
his
entertained
by
Mrs.
F.
Scott,
wife
wmiarn
H.
Loutit,
who
is
in
FlorIlichigM. Icebergs at Holland har- trude A. Moeke, 19, Zeeland.
And that the following persons
ida, will return in a few weeks to holdings in stock. The board of dibor virtually have disappeared
The first Michigan rabbit show of the president of the group.
having
received a sufficient numrectors at their last meeting
Harold Van Alsburg of the north take part in the meeting.
This condition is termed unusual will be held in East Lansing March
ber of votes for the offices named,
deemed
it advisable to discontinue
Jeve Stout, Ohio poultry specialfor this season of the year.
11, 12, 13 and 14. Competition is side, who has been confined to
the payment of such stock divi- are hereby nominated to such reMrs. James Westveer,College open to everyone.There are a num- crutches since August because of a ist, is giving an address here Thurs- denrk and have placed the
avenue, plans to celebrate the ber of producers in the southern broken leg. has gone to Rochester, day evening as a part of an educa- pany’s stock on a regular cash divi- the AnnuaI Charter Elect,on to **
eighty-eighth anniversary of her part of the county, including Hol- Minn., where he expects to see the tional poultry program at the city dend basis of $2.50 per share per held the 7th day of April, A.D.
1930, as follows:—
birthday Tuesday. Bom in The land, who are expected to enter. be done for him. He was accom- hall. The program is featured with annum. A dividend of 62
cents
To the office of City Treasurer—
Netherlands she came to America
John F. Van Anrooy, Grand Mayo brothers to find out what can moving picture films, illustrating per share for the quarter ending
in
as a child in 1848. She and four Haven, has returned from Clear- panied by Neal Kalkman. Mr. Van modern methods of poultry raising. March 31, 1930, has been declared Nicholas Sprietsma, G. John Steg,M,r- and Mrs. C. Vander Noot
gerda.
aiiters and two brothers were left i water, Fla., where he has been Alsburg received a broken leg in
payable on April 1, 1930, to stockan accidentlast summer while rid- celebrated their thirty-seventh
To the office of Supervisors— Benorphans upon the death of their spending the winter.
wedding anniversary with a sur- holders of record at the close of jamin Brower, John J. DcKoeyer,
iing on his motorcycle.
parents in Albany. Mrs. Westveer
Mrs. B. P. Sherwood received a
business March 15, 1930.
,, prise party at the home on Howard
B. J. Huizenga, Edward Vandenwas married in 1862 and since has large group of friendsat her home
The Indies’ Mission Society of
.. ...... oberg.
lived in the same home. She reg- on Sheldon Road Saturday afterDECORATED HOMES
To the office of Constable(6th
istered her vote in the Holland noon from 3 to 5 o’clock. Flowers
primaries Monday.
^r' }n} ”rs- Martin
FOR MOVIE STARS Ward) — Gordon Streur, Nick Hoffdecorated the house and the dainty in the church. All the ladies of the' y]*0.™
man.
Noot and family, Mr. and
Mrs. George Schuiling and Mr. tea table. Mrs. C. A. Bowler, of church were -invited. About 150
and Mrs. Herman De Bruin mo- ’ Grand Haven, and Mrs. Ruby Gar- were present.Mrs. Welmers,presi- JJ”; W. v r I^hman and son Louis,
Herman De Bruin, who recently Said resolutionprevailed, all vot' ,,nry K1“®£8 and son moved to Holland from Los Ange- ing Aye.
tered to Grand Haven yesterday. ! rod of Holland, a sister-in-law of dent of the Ladies’ Mission Society.! *21*
J nfe°TT ,^r' an^ Mrs. Cecil les where he has been for the past Committee further reported that
John Van Tatenhove of the i the hostess, presided at the tea presided over the meeting.Rev.
Martin had charge of the devotions. I. . .. ' Kathryn and seven years as an interior decor- they had also made the canvas of
and
coffee
urns,
and
dainty
refreshFrench Cloak store is on a buying
ments were served in the dining Mr. Gosselink ably rendered two Eleanor Vander Noot and Miss Ka- ator, has opened a business in Hol- votes cast for the Charter Amendtrip in Chicago.
Vander Ploeg.-Grand Haven
ment, and submitted a tabular
room and sun room.— Grand Ha- solos. He was accompanied by Mrs. ter
land. It is said that Mr. De Bruin
Tribune.
Examination of Edward Eldhoff,
statement, of same, and on motion
Gosselink. Rev. James Moerdyke,
ven T ribune.
has
worked
for
the
most
part
in
age 21, of Hamilton, on a charge
Mrs. Martha D. Kollen, sister of Hollywood, Calif., in the homes of of Aid. Kleis, 2nd by Steffens, ReAn extra bridge has been built missionary to Arabia, gave a very
of negligent homicide, has been
inspiring address and showed some Minister G. J. Diekema,newly ap- movie stars. The last home he dec- solved, that the proposition to
postponed from Monday until amidships on the Gen. Meade, interestingslides. After the pro- pointed ambassadorto Holland, and
amend the Charter, having received
Wednesday.The examination will often seen at this harbor. About gram refreshmentswere served popular Holland club woman, was orated was estimated to be worth a majority of the votes cast theren
quarter
of
a
million
dollars.
20
of
the
crew
have
been
at
work
be held bv Justice Fidus E. Fish.
for, be and the same is hereby deand a social time was enjoyed.
the guest of honor Tuesday at the
Mr. De Bruin has a new method
Eldhof is alleged to have been on her during the past few months
clared carried.
luncheon
meeting
of
the
Grand
Rapof
interior
painting
that
seems
to
The
Holland
Board
of
Education
drivinghis motorcar on the wrong completelyoverhauling her engines
Carried,all voting Aye.
ids Woman s club in the club house be all the go in Hollywood.
side of the road when he struck and machinery.She laid up un- held a special meeting Wednesday
Supervisor Damstra was present
evening
at
which
time
a
budget
for
usually
late
this
fall
but
expects
to
M.aVei> ,, Dunnfr the after-l
and killed Miss Lena VanLiere, 17,
as a representativeof the Board of
noon
Mrs. Kollen gave a book re-in.MfiTRAnipAnarnn
next
year,
amousting
to
$244,000
be
ready
for
spring
work
about
when she was on her way home
Supervisors of Ottawa County, and
view.— Grand Rapids
| *,AMSTRA PLEADS FOR
from the East Saugatuck church April 1. The schedule for this sand was adopted. This is the same
called the attention of the Council
Litcrary Club
$25,000 EXPENDITURE
sucker has not yet been made for amount as last year. The items that
the night of Feb. 16.
to n proposition that is to be subannual meeting, to be
Holland harbor will be in it some go to make up this year’s budget ,
98c.
like
mitted to the voters at the April
John J. Bolt & Son, general inadminis- hp|,‘ Tuesday, March 11. The protime this season.
are as follows:$4,600 for adminissurance office at Grand Haven, has
election, callingfor a bond issue of
gram
includes
Picture
Stud:
tud^
of
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Best constructed [firm] table we ever offered at this price 9*C
The last day for the filing of tration, $133,050for instruction, John G. Sargent by Mrs
$25,000.00that if successfulwill be
purchased the insurance business
$49,705 for operation and mainteof the late John J. Danhof, which claims for compensation by veterused
for
an
addition
to
the
Eastof Miss statement from the City Treas. to
:n,
nance of buildings and grounds, Rogers; music in charge
is a valuableone, as it is the oldest ans of the war is set at April 6,
manville Infirmary. Mr. Damstra
$22,300 for the sinking fund, and GJadys Moeke; electionof officers; the effect that an amount of $521.60
businessin the city and one of the 1930.
stated that it was a very necessary
and
The
Critic
Speaks,
by
Mrs.
A.
for
interest
has
been
added
to
the
oldest agencies in the state.
improvement,and the Board were
The Holland Methodist Men’s $34,345 for bonds and interest.
Kooiman. Tea will be served by Defective Paving Repair Fund.
10th St. at River Ave.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kettaking this means of getting the
There were 87 dog licenses sold club will hold a meeting and a potthe social committeeand Mrs. j
Accepted.
matter before the public so that an
through Grand Haven city man- *uc^ Rupper in the church Monday, chum. 165 East 6th St., on Thurs- C. Bouwens will be hostess.
Clerk presentedcommunication
day morning,a son; to Mr. and
ager on Saturday. So great was the March 17.
^
from the B.P.W. relative to the
Mrs. Oscar Bontekoe, on March 4,
demand that Mr. Poel was given no
The Parent-Teachers club of Pine
ALLEGAN MAN SCORES
awardingof a contract to the Genpeace at his home after the regu- Creek school will meet tonight, u daughter, Shirley Ann.
100 P. c. IN U. S. EXAM eral Electric Co. for n 5000 KW
Last Friday evening Mr. and
lar ofice hours, so returned to the F riday.
turbo-generator at a price of $86,office, where he took in license
L. Teerman has applied for a Mrs. John Krol were host to a numC. H. Manwaring and Floyd T. 200.00, subject to the approval of
money _until a late hour. There buildingpermit to remodel a front ber of friendsand relatives at their Parker of Allegan passed postal the Common Council.
were 375 licenses sold last year in l»orch at an estimated cost of $150. 1 borne in Holland in honor of their examinationsthis morning with
Action of Board approved.
Grand Haven and 6,000 in the
Lieut. Governor Lauren Dicken- 1 twenty-fifth wedding anniversary, high percentages. Manwaring held
Clerk presented annual report
county.
son will speak in the Methodist1 Those present_ were Mrs. H./)ver- a perfect score, having sorted 546 from the Library Board showing a
and
friend,
weg, Henry Overwe
basketballgame between church Sunday morning and
postoffices in northern Michigan in total amount of $5850.42 collected
erweg, Mrs. 20 minutes, with no errors.Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Grand Haven Junior High school Hope church Sunday night,
for fines, etc., during the last fisteam and the local Junior High Miss Jane Koopman underwent; A- Pyl®. Mr and Mrs. J. Stoepker, bad southern Michigan and sorted cal year.
school team has been arranged for an operation at the Holland hos-: H®nry Stoepker, Mr. and Mrs. Ed (39 postoffices in .33 minutes with
Accepted.
March 14 in the local
1 l»ital
! Wabeke, Mr. and Mrs. H. Rcisma,
only two errors. His percentage was
Clerk reported recommendingthe
I Mr. and Mrs. C. Van Dyke and Mr.
99.73.
cancellationof No. 1 Bonds and
[and Mrs. Henry Krol. Miss Anna
Interestcoupons issued in 1929 for
Krol
and
friend,
Francis
Diepcnr/aKiuuamu uziHV isw
HOPE COLLEGE QUINT
paving construction, which were
.

2nd

alimony.

^
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Concert

Benefit

Holland High School Bands

The Magic Instrument

THEREMIN
March

1930

nicely.

wereT
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com-
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END TABLES

Red, Green, Black, and
Walnut Finish

Done
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*

,
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Herald

meeting

shown

each, exactly

Peter Mass Furniture Co.

"

Drug

A

&
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yesterday.
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MOORES UTILAC
A UTILITY

ENAMEL

TRIMS CALVIN TEAM

A

couple of slickers, nattily Hope college trimmed the Calvin
dressed, struck Grand Haven and quintet .34 to 17, at the Armory at
fleeced a jewelry store here out of Holland Wednesdav evening. The
a $45 ladies’ Elgin watch in short visitorsscored first, hut the lead
order. The pair made the rounds of was short-lived, Hope almost immejewelry stores but last accounts diately gaining a margin and mainshow they pulled only one fast one tainingit throughout.Sloppy shootand that at the Huizenga shop.
ing marked the play of Calvin and
The officers are on the watchout accounted largely for the defeat by
for the pair, described us well such a wide margin.
Spoelstra,with 13 points, led the
dressed young fellows who were
out looking for presents to give attack of the winners, with Van
their best girls. Marvin Den Herder, I/onto contributing a good defendeputy sheriff,recognizedone of the sive game. Westing, new Calvin
youths who had served time here as center, was the high scorer for the
a federal prisoner, and immediately losers with eight points. Calvin rescented trouble. He inquired in the serves won the preliminary game,
severalstores but found no adverse beating the Hope seconds 25 to 17.
report until he checked over the
all

U

ILAC,

1

a Utility Enamel, is a product

meet the popular demand

to

of useful and bright colors

quick dry.

UTILAC

manufactured

of decorators lor

an enamel

with a satin-like finish and

attains these results

WITHOUT

the drawbacks of ofiensiveodor, dittisulty of application,
necessityfor specialexnensive thinners.or excessive cost

UTILAC has

a reasonably quick

rificing durabilityor ease of

no more dangerous than

is

No

dry without

sac-

brushing. The fire hazard

in the usual paint

or enamel.

specialbrushes are necessary.Looseningor picking

up of undercoats or old varnished or painted surfaces
»-

possessesthe working qualities of

a

high grade

enamel, flowing out to a smooth, hard, durable,satinfinish sur

LAC

bee.

Articlesor surfaces painted with

are dry within four

hours.

We

UTI*

believe it to be

the ultimatetype of quick-drying finish lor surfaces of

wood, metal,

plaster, etc. It will be

found extremely dur-

able for floors.

UTILAC is manufactured in

16 popular colors, also

Bbck and White.

Zoerman Hardware
13

West

merchandise with the Huizenga
shop.

16th St., Holland,

SATURDAY

Mich., Phone 5676

-

paroled.

size

•

Tooth

-

CANDY SPECIALS

1 lb.

Squibbs Tooth Paste.
For that acid

19(

89c

mouth

Chocolate Covered

Cherries • 39c

39c

Homemaid Family
Squibbs Liquid Petro-

latum. Easy and

HERMAN

5324

size

-

Package, 2J

lbs. asst.

Chocolatesfor 99c.

83c

2 lb. box

Hard

Candies

Home

EXTERIOR PAINTING

fit.

Listerine

Paste
Avoid that spring cold
by taking Squibbs
Cod Liver Oil $1.00

$1.00

Decorating

-

Konjola $1.25 size 83c

Effective Laxative.

COLLEGE GIRLS WILL
GIVE CONCERT

Richard O’Brien, in charge there,
The Hope College Girls’ Glee
said one of the men asked his advice over a gift to his girl. He Club which has just returned from
looked at watches and then at dia- a two weeks’ tour through Illinois
monds. While one was examining and Wisconsin will give their conthe diamonds with the watch tray cert at the Memorial Chapel in
out, the other party asked O’Brien Holland on Wednesday evening
March 12 at 8 o’clock. No admisto fix the strap on his wrist watch.
The manager turned away to look sion wi l be charged but an offering will be received.
at it and in a minute was wise to
the fact that it was onlp a stall.He
OTTAWA CONVICT GIVEN
kept his eyes on the men but could
PAROLE BY GOV. GREEN This is the time oi year iolks
see nothing suspiciousalthough, as
think oi beautifying their home
he remembered afterward, the pair
I'ouise Belasquez. sentencedin surroundings- Let me give you
left the store hastily.
1J28 from Houghton county on a
Some are of the opinion the same statutory charge to a term of 5 to an estimate on home decorating
gang that attacked O. M. Peterson 10 years in. Jackson prison, was and painting the coming spring.
of Holland a few nights ago are granted a parole to deportation We can give you attractiveprices
here. The officersdo not believe they authorities by Gov. Green today. He
that you will find very reasonare the same parties.
will be returned to Mexico. Philip
able. Workmanship the best.
o
j Kochanowski, sentenced in 1929
FOR SALE— One good pair work from Ottawa county to a term of Inquire
1 harnesse*.A No. 1 shape. Inquire' 1% to 15 years for breaking and;
DE BRUIN,
210 E. 16th
2tcll. 1 entering,. was
'Phone
Holland, Mich.
1

'

held by the City of Holland.
Adopted.
Clerk further reported recommending the cancellationof all No.
1 Only Interest coupons, due Feb. 1,
1930, attached to the paving bonds
issued in 1929, and about to be deliveredto the B.P.W.
Adopted.
Clerk further reported recommending the transfer of the Sinking F’und from various paving and
sewer funds, the amount of canceled coupons in the paving funds
and balances in Sewer funds representing amount of interest.
Adopted.
Clerk presented report from the
City Treas. covering the collection
of taxes during the recent Tax col-

Interior

need not be feared.

UTILAC

and

.

horst.

•

Specials

Listerine 30c size

“

60c

“

Large Jar of

-

Hard

39c

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Holland, Michigan, Thursday, March 6, 1930

Volume Number 59
$100

A Smash

PHEASANTS

Large C.E. Meet

JusticeJ. S. Schulte of Oakland
county values pheasantsat $100
In
each. S. Woodbridge, Herbert
OA
Woodbridge and P. G. LeCroix ol
*0
Oakland county were arrested by1
ConservationOfficer Robert Mcclure for having three pheasants OFFICERS TO GATHER IN HOLLAND FOR PRELIMINARY
in their possession.They pleaded
SESSIONSSATURDAY
guilty and were fined $100 each,
AND SUNDAY
cost
,

_

or a Fire

—a Loss!

included.

When

your car be-

comes involved

smash or
fire you

HAVE YOU

in a

catches

$3000.00

must stand
which

a

heavy

repair

or buy a new

agency meet

the

bills for

WEEK

:

gives you only

Percent Return

in

prom-

Ml

aiij

ill!
Wmmk

TODAY GANGES HONORS OLD
TIME COUNTRY PHYSICIAN

'•.W'.Vv'.v

slip!
$y

THIEF

II
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.

m
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m-

flii

$i|p§

lii

I

5016
29 East Eighth St.
Phone

Holland,
•mKnTBmiTi

1 1

-

^

regis-

Saturday and Sunday, at which

%

100 will be present. The pro- NO ARRESTS IN OTTAWA
Cor. 8th and College Ave. about
gram will be featured with board
BY GAME
meetings, fellowship banquet and
SEVEN IN ALLEGAN
fellowshippromotion extension.D.
H. VandeBunte, state president, Maurice Kuite of Holland made
(CmrtfM.W.N.U.)
and Mr. Marks will be present A no arrests in Ottawa county for vimmmtmmtm wmmmm uKunoarirratDTnni union meeting will be held Sunday olations of the game laws during
afternoon.Speakers at the sessions the months past since there was
will include F. E. Pratt, state vice no occasionf,or it. In Allegan OTTAWA COUNTY GAME WARDEN CALLS ATTENTION TO
president;Ruth Anna Young, state county, the conservation officer
superintendent of citizenshipand made seven arrests as follows: Ray
SPEARING LAW
world peace, and William Liister, | Porter, Bert Wamicki, C. K. Olds,
Jr., state Christianvocation super- I William Stennecke,Andrew BastetFrank Salisbury,Ottawa countvter. Each paid $12.55 for possesdeputy game warden, is calling the
Chairmen of the various commit- sion of under-sizedperch and Stan- attention of anglers and local
tees soon will be appointedand ley Huntley and Frank Van Order!
sportsmen, to the law regarding
plans for the convention will be each paid $18.15 for setting traps
spearing. A misunderstanding repushed to an early completion.
in muskrat holes.

P-

WARDEN-

Mich. HOLLAND, MICH.

unjmu

1

i

1

COME IN AND SEE

intendent.

The Latest Models
—

In

—

I()TTAWA

C()°UNT

Y ROAD NEW

BUDGET APPROVED BY

MEMBERS

Young Men’s

At a regular meeting of the Ottawa County Road Commissionthe
budget for the trunkline mainte-

Suits

nance, of $38,163 as a contractwith
the state was approved. $10,000 of
the amount is to be used for patching pavementsover the county. All
trunklinesare badly damaged this

$18.50 and up.

spring due to the increased use of
hard tired trucks and the heavy
loads allowed. The gravel roads
through the county are breaking up
and warning sifpis are being placed
to warn motorists of the danger.
Bids were received for the sale of
j two small houses on property be1 longing to the commission, to
be
removed or wrecked, and the matter taken under advisement by the
engineer.
rri<mii«tiMiaijswttTmxmMiiMjiHugaiauu:iiiimuji,aiiati,uiiai!:u
I

LOKKER- RUTGERS

OOJMCFAJVY

l

IS BEGUN IN HOLLAND FATALITY

SUIT

-

FORMER HOLLAND

•

MAN SPONSORS
OUTDOOR SPORT
SHOW

For Spring have arrived, and are sold
exclusively at the French Cloak Store

Arthur Baumgartel, formerly of
Holland, Henry N. Ten Broek of
Macatawa and Grand Rapids, and

Tweed$, Basketweave,Covert Cloth, Tricolone and Broad-

Jack Vancoevering,formerly of
Zeeland, are sponsoring the "Outdoor Show" now in Grand Rapids
for the entire week. Holland visitors to the show, staged in the
Waters-Klingmanbuildingon Pearl
and Ottawa, are assured of a more
varied exhibit of outdoor interests

cloth-tailored to the demands of fashion-wiseyoung^te.s whose
strenuous comings and goings prove its “class”. It

hugs 'he
waistlineafter the mode, but you’ll know it’s a Betty Rose the
moment you see it. Own one of the first. Size ranges 15 to
17; 16 to 20; 38 to

garding the time set aside for
spearing fish was cleared up today

with the citation of the state law
which says spearing may be done
from April 1 to May 31.
The case of Fred Watson against
The law reads, "Except as otherthe Citizens Transfer & Storage
Co. was dismissed in Ottawa Cir- wise provided in this act no person
cuit Court and a new case, Fred shall take, catch or kill or attempt
Watson against the CitizensTrans- *0 take, catch or kill any fish of
fer & Storage Co. and Albert A. any kind, in any inland water of
Boone and Baker, co-partners,was this state, with any kind of spear
begun. It is one of $10,000 dara- or grab hook, snag hook or the use
of jack, or artificial light of any
kind or by the use of set or night
lines, or any kind of net, or any
_ --------.928, by
a truck belonging to the defend- kind of firearms,or any explosive
substance or combination of subants. The accident occurred in an
alley near Washington and Nine- stances which have a tendency to
kill or stupify fish, or any other
teenth streets, this city.
device of whatsoever name or deo
The Calvin College Glee Club scription other than (b) Spear, with
or without the use of jack or artiwill give a concert in the Christian
ficial light, which may be used from
High school Thursday evening,
April 1 to May 31 for taking nonMarch 13th.
game fish In the rivers and streams
of this state: Provided, however,
That it shall be unlawful to use a
spear in any trout stream in this
state: Provided further, That nothing in this act shall prevent the
spearing of pickerel, suckers,mullet and red-horse during the time
when the lakes are frozen."

The BETTY ROSE Coats

46. PRICE—

than has ever been brought to-

$15.00 to $19.50

man, one of the last of the

Dr. Brunson has two

children,

Mrs. Irving Wolbrlnk and Dr. E. T.
| Brunson, both of Ganges. The son.
a graduateof the University of
Michigan medical school,practices
with his father.
Dr. E. E. Brunson often haa
stated that he may not have done
more work in medicine than many
other doctors,but that he has had
to drive more miles to do it Gi
ianget
cons!
is a country community, conaitting
church, a school, garage end
two general stores, but hit
his practice
•• • Vt tvn
A HOME TALENT OF EXCEP- extends for many miles around.
It is frequently stated that Dr.
HOLLAND POST OFFICE SURE TIONAL MERIT AT LITERARY
Brunson slept very little in the days
HAS A SPEEDY BUNCH
CLUB MARCH 13
of horses and cutteri, catching what
sleep he could between calls. In
Richard J. VanKolken, clerk in
the Holland post office, set a new
One of the outstanding produc- some cases he hud to make 40 calls
record in speed and accuracy in the tions of the theatres is the play in 24 hours, many of them miles
annual card throwing test Friday "The Passing of the Third Hoor apart.
Dr. Eugene T. Brunson says of
when he threw 646 cards in a case Rack." This play has had a very
containing 45 separations in It* successful run in New York, has his father: "I do not recall of my
minutes, without an error.
been p|av,.(1
played j,y
by many
many nnc
fine stoex
stock father ever having refused to atKolken be»t4?d Clifford B. Hopkins, con„,tniM%ulha» the Wright Play- tend any case, either day or night,
who threw the same number
.»
no matter what the circumstances
ers in Grand Rapids and it enjoying
cards in the same time, with one another long run at the present of the patient or the distance to
error. Harvey Steffens haa a per- time in Chicago. One of the leading travel.’’
-----------— ofect record for three years, throwministersiii Chicago was heard over
ing 60 cards per minute, without the radio Sunday recommending it MRS. HUMMER RETURNS
an error.
FROM PALM BEACH
very highly to his congregation and

\an
ol

'

-

-iw- advising all people to tee it because
it teaches such a splendid lesson.
WILL HAVETOTELL The play shows how one man waa
A

t>

FARMERS
CENSUS TAKERS MANY
THINGS

Miss Katherine Pantlind,daugh-

Grand
Wednesday from
of the lower type* of people in a West Palm Beach and other FlorDr)' unions and watermelons, I undon hoarding house through ida resorts,where she has been
goats and kids, and all other in- ideals and fine purposes lived and spending some time. She’ was achabitants of the fields and farm- expressed in quiet contact with companied by her grandmother,
Mrs. Margaret Hummer of Holland.
yards will be asked to answer the them.
The people of Holland are going Mrs. Hummer is the mother of
roll call by the. enumeratorfof the
United SUtcs census who will visit to have the privilege of M«ing thil Mrs. Charles Kerchen 162 West
ter of Mrs. Fred Z. Pantlind,

able to transform the lives of eleven Rapids, returned

'^o%»

The census,taken once every ten

«! •
Twelfth street.

u"-1
the Woman’s

in
Literaryj PLANNING A BIG EXPORT
pin is being upon...
means of determining the growth club rooms. The play
APPLE MEETING AUG.
12
and importance of his various in- sored by the Philatnea class of the
Methodist
Church,
an
organization!
dustries, and the importance of this
The export trade in American
information depends upon th<k full- composed of sixty business women
apples is of growing importance to
ness and accuracy of the answers and teachers. The play is being digiven to the enumerators’ques- rected by S. H. Houtman, a fact horticulturein the United States
and promises to become of still
that insuresits success.
tions.
The cast of characters is as fol- greater Importance aa the domestic
Federal aid in many cases is decrop increafles in volume, K. G. Philtermined upon a basis of popula- lows:
Joey Wright, a retired book- lips, of Rochester,secretary of the
tion or the relative importance of
InternationalApple Association, de
a certain crop to u State or com- maker, Fred Scheibach.
ChristopherPenny, a painter, dared while in Grand Rapids aryears, is Uncle Sam’s most effective o'clock

I

munity.

.

. ,

ranging for the organization'!anThis year’s census will give defi- Jerry Houting.
Major Thompkins, retired, Jack nual convention.Dates for the
nite information on the number of
meeting have been set for Aug. 12
radio sets used by farmers and Bos.
Mrs. Thompkins,his wife, ‘Ele- to 15. "The American apple Industheir importance in farm life. Ten
try is entirely dependent on the
years ago the radio was an experi- anor Watson.
Vivian, his daughter, Wanda export trade," Phillips said. "Withmental toy and almost unknown in
out an export outlet for 4,000,000
Wells.
rural districts.
Jake Samuels, of the city, Edner boxes and 2,000,000barrels of apples annually, growers and shipSlagh.
SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
! Harry Lurcom, his jackal, Adrian pers would be faced with the probESTATE TRANSFERS
lem of findinga home market for
: Klaasen.
Miss Kite, unattached, Marian i this fruit, in addition to apples
Magdalena 0. De Bruyn to John
now beinj
mg consumed."
consumed ” A
A larger
Rank & wf. Pt. Ixit 2, Blk 46, City Shackson.
Mrs. Percival de Hooley, cousin j foreign delegation plans to attend
of Holland.
Jacob Eiscnburg & wf. etal to to Sir George Tweedle, Bart, Goor-’the Grand Rapids meet.
Abel Postma A wf. Lot 1, 2, 4 4: 71, gia Atwood.
Rev. J. Hoffman of this city celeSUiciii.the slavey.Mary Dean.
Lake View Sub., Park
Mrs. Sharpe, the landlady,Bethea brated his 8lst birthday. A few
Douwe Bomers & wf. to Geert
friends were invited. Mrs. Hoffman
Bomers, Lot 12, Blk "B” Cedar Monroe,
The Stranger.
prepared a good dinner. The table
Flats Add-, to City of Holland.
Tickets may be purchasedfrom was lighted with large candles at
Geert Bomers & wf. to Douwe
Bomers & wf. Ixit 12, Blk "B" Ce- any member of the Philathoa class the ends of the tabic and small candar Flats Add. to City of Holland. or at Fris Book store. Reserved dles on the birthday cake. A beau
Fred W. French & wf. to Orrin seats will Ik- on sale at Fris Book tiful red glass sugar bowl bought
in Edinburgh. Scotland, about
W. French Pt. Lot 24, Scott’s Maca- store on Friday, March 7th.
seventy-fiveyears ago was on the
tawa Grove, Park Twp.

Twp.

(

gether in Western Michigan. Not
only are the lovers of wild life satisfying their desire for an advanced
season on summer but the fisherman is able to enjoy a few of the
sensations of the opening days of
A DANGER THAT IS
and thl" with "InHl, handled
John S. Tjalma to J. Eaton Lot
the bass and trout seasons by the
.basketsof candy placed around with
sight of live fish in cold water, and 6. Keppels Add., to City of Holland.
Dick De Ridder 4 wf. to John G.
fishing tackle of the latest varieties
Mu,h distress and anxiety i, exn,“d' t',, Ub,'‘
displayed hard by. The fish and Eaton Pt. Ul 3 and Pt. Lot 2, Blk pressed over religious conditions
game exhibits are being provided "A” City of Holland.
our present dav. We hear
* t‘t<,.r NorK- new B0.'’ Scout
Est. of Eibert Bredeweg Dec’d by earnest discussion on theological ^utive, "-as m Allegan Tuesday
by the Michigan department of
to
confer with Scout officials.
Exr.
to
Jacob
Van
Kampcn
&
wf.
conservation.
developments. There is much
o
At various booths, visitors to the Pt. SE>4 NEVi Sec. 19-5-15 W., troversy. But one thing, a matter
HOLLAND
TOWNSHIP
Holland
Twp.
of
the
utmost
importance,
seems
to
show' are obtainingsouvenirsof one
Sadie Speet to Bert Speet Lot 13, give no one any concern at all. A
kind or another. Many bulletins
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Bloomers of
pertaining to outdoor life are be- McBride’s Add. to City of Holland. thing about which everybody ought
Simon Wybenga & wf. to Henry to 1m* alarmed and ought to attend Holland township, are planning to
ing issued,maps of the state, and
celebratetheir golden wedding another information is readily avail- Mulder & wf. W'A Lot 19, & Pt. to at once and in the right way. It
niversary March 29, with a family
able. The official book of the show Lot 18 Blk 3, Marsilje’s Sub. to is the hiss of the snake— -SIN. An
reunion. The group includes four
evil spirit in the heart. Disobedience
may be had at the Walton booth, City of Holland.
Marie German to Oscar Peterson to the holy will of God. For this sons, fifteen grandchildren ami one
free for the asking.
& wf. I/rts 121 & 122, Chippewa reason, J. Vanderbeek,pastor of great-grandchild.Mr. Bloemers was
The booth of the Dwight Lydell
born in Holland township and has
Resort Plat, Park Twp.
the Lincoln Avenue Sixth Reformed
chapter,Izaak Walton League, who
lived on the same farm
Marie German to Oscar Peterson
A» backing the show, have a large
A
wf. Lot 120, Chippewa Resort
tent, placed in the central lobby,
Plat, Park Twp.
in a setting of natural cedar. It is
Kryn Dykstra & wf. to Henry
interestingthat in obtaining this
Winter Lot 68 Harrington & Vancedar, the Waltonians have adhered
den Berg Bros. Sub. of Pt. of Frl.
to their law of conservation.The
H
0
South St Paul, Minn.; Jacob D.
Sec. 34, Park Twp.
cedars are toppings from trees
Bloemers, teacher
John Deters Jr. and wf. to Jennie ZEELAND IS
Bloemers,
teacher at Crisp; Chris
which were cut for use as fence
Bloemers of Ottawa and Mrs
Irs. GerNagel, Pt. NEV4 Sec. 24-5-15 W„
IN
TERMS
OF
AVIATION
posts, and being salvaged,are thus
City of Zeeland.
ANh AIR PORTS
brought into use. In the booths are
Bertha L. French to Orrin W.
displayed attractive placards, on
!of the township board and has
French Pt. Lot 23, Park Twp.
Aviation is becoming
which are mounted photographs il(Scott’s Macatawa Grove Park.)
ular every day and the spring and
justice several years.
lustrating the activitiesof the
W. Preston Scott to Orrin W.
chapter in rearing fish in its bass
French Pt. Lot 24, Scott’s MacaI pond, as well as a "Pollution extawa
Grove Park, Park Twp.
* hibit" which is provided by nationo-=
al Walton headquarters.This polluMr. and Mrs. Cornelius Plocktion exhibit is used in connection
pion is
thin m ‘ncan , e* and als9 the first held in the new
with the local chapter’s demand for meyer, 17 West 7th street, enterj 'Zl
..
...... ..
Holland
complete aeration of Grand Rapids tained with a party in honor of
sewage in the plant now being their daughter Hazel, it being her tainted on the roofs of some of the
twelfth birthday anniversary. Din- bigger buildings indicating that
built
Mrs. Henry J. Kuipers, 62 years
Motorboat fans are also receiving ner was served and games were this is Zeeland and then give di- old, died Monday morning at the
a real thrill by viewing the latest played. Prizes were won by Flor- rection -to other destinations.
home in Holland township,two
developmentsin water craft. The once Wassink, Wilma Ver Hoef, An air port is also being talked miles north of Gronincren Lfter u
Chriscraft display is featured by
an oil painting of a scene on Spring Marion Voss and Hazel Plock- athletic contests is too limited, | vived by her husband and
lake, where one of the models on meyer. Those present were Hattie more space might be added from children John and Mrs HenrvVan
display captured the speed trophy Van Munstcrcn, Ada Boeve, Julia property adjourning. Anyway, Zee- der
Hulst of Groningen V Mrs
n.vxix'r.Maria
r.roff Marion
Marion
and has the airport “bug’’ together oer nuist or broningen, Mrs.
®n*.*
cup last year. Uutboard
noeve,
Maria De
ue uran,
Graff,
Marion land
Outboard motors Boeve,
George Timmer of Vriesland,Mr».
with self starters—the new innova- ‘ Voss, Henrietta Bredeweg, Sylvia wKh many other cities, including Nick Meyer of Zutphen, and Benjation— are on displayin every make, i Turkstra, Wilma Ver Hoef, Ther- Holland.
min, Jeanette and Hilda at home.
The show opened Tuesda and esa Vos, Alma Bartels, Gertrude
Funeral serviceswere held ThursI
Van
Zanten,
Thelma
Turkstra.
The
Gleaners’
'will continue to March 9.
Class of Third
I "HU | (IH »
day afternoon at 12:15 from Um
1 Ruth G. Wassink. Sylvia Stielstra, Reformed church
will hold their i home and
and at one o’clockfrom the
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jip- FlorenceWassink, Theresa Waa- regular monthly meeting tonight, I First Christian
the Holland hospital on sink. Ruth Wassink, and Hazel Friday, at the home of Mrs. John Zeeland, Rev. W 1 lial^ Kox^oflkia^
ping at th
Plockmeyer.
Mulder, 232 West 16th street.
Feb. 27, a

1

REAL

of ’

Newly arrived
fashions

in—

much

--

FROCKS
of

Strictly 1930

1

Inspiration

__

—They haven chosen boleros and Capelets, boxes and laces, flares
and gores
. as their claim to fashion-rightness,
and their hemlines tell the time of the day to wear them. All are unusually
smart .... all at the same low price. Fashioned of Flat Crepe,
Georgette, Printed Silk— navy, black, green, beige and many other
.

,

.

colors.

12

Crepe De Chine

— As

slim and sleek as Spring Princesse Frocks are, these Slips to
wear benesth them— in regulation style with shadow-hems,of crepe
de chine, of a rich and long-wearing quality— ONLY $2.95*

ST.

FRENCH CLOAK STORE
EAST EIGHTH

--

-

HOLUND, MICH

Morin

son.

_

-

_

THINKING

more
| ^

fC

Hoimr

Slips, $2.95

—In Flesh and White

30

S

oid-

school country doctors.Mrs. L B.
Paquln of Glenn, Allegan county,
will express her appreciationfrom
the standpoint of a woman and F.
M. Barden of South Haven will give
the men’s gratitude.
Bom in Lockport, HI., Sept. 11,
1851, Dr. Brunson practicedbut llti tie in other parts of the state before
' locating in Ganges, 56 years ago,
! where he still maintains his office.

i
vii*.

'•

Kalamazoo.

Two former patients will extol
the virtues of the 78-yefrr-old

wmmii

1

Just

college,

1

,>.y.Vv

m

,

Arendshorst

honor an old time country physician,
namely Dr. E. E. Brunson, who has
called on the Ganges folks for more
than a half century.
Appreciationof his skill and sar
vices will be expressed Friday at
the twenty-fourthannual rural
progress lecture and rural life conferenceat Western State Teachers'

*1$

leader.

VisfSjoKS j

Friday at Ganges, Allegan county, the residentsof the village will

mm
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you.
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Was A Doctor
24 Hours A Day

ffw

Three speakers of national
GRAND HAVEN STORES
not invest this amount inence already have been booked
Rev.' Hazen G. Werner, Dr. Wil- ; A series of petty thieving and
in a good
liam Hiram Foulkes and Rev. Dan- ; breaking and entering at Grand
iel A. Poling, president of the In- , Haven was explained when Richard
1st
ternationalC. E. association. Mr. Van Huizen of Bass River was arPoling recentlymade a flying trip ! rested as he was attempting to get
on city property which will to Europe to assist in making plans into the rear of Roichardt’sstore 1
net you 6£ percent or make for the world C. E. convention in about 1 a. m. He confessed to enBerlin.Music will be in charge of ! tering the Photo Shop, where he
you $75-00 more a year. If a prominent
took $5; the Jonker Hardware
The coming convention will be Shop, where he got $3, and the
this interests ycu see
the largest in the history of the Van CoeveringShoe Shop, where |
state association, according to in- 1 he also took .some merchandise.
formation receivedfrom E. S. The .sheriff'smen laid a trap for
Marks, state secretary.It is indi- : the thief and the light snow aided
cated the total number of
'
in tracing Van Huizen.
He was
tered delegates will exceed 1,000. taken to the county jail and was
Plans have been completed for a bound over to Circuit court for
state conclave to be held here next trial.
Realtor

Why

Better insure here
this

lO

Lambert OlgeraU presidentof the 0FF1CERS CJATCH

car.

today and let

FIRST TULIP

Holland’s first tulip week will be
extensively advertised throughout
1 the nation by merchants and manufacturersunder the auspices of the
Chamber of Commerce. Secretary
Charles A. Gross has ordered 100,! 000 envelopes bearing a tulip bed
in four colors, which will be sold
to Holland firms at nominal cost.
The Holland Christian Endeavor
The name of the firm will be
union is making elaborateplans for
printed on the envelopes. Holland
the forty-secondannual state C. E.
lawns and parks will show 600,000
convention to be held here June
26 to 29. George Schuiling,presi- tulips in bloom next spring. The
bulbs representseveral varieties of
ident of the Ottawa Sunday School
Dutch stock.
association, has been appointed
general chairman and Miss Anna

bill

4

When A Doctor

HOLLAND TO ADVERTISE ITS

Holland
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Local

Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Henshaw,
who have been living in Chicago

Glenn R. Gillespie spent the
week-end visiting friends in Toledo,
for the past two years, have moved Ohio.
to Holland and are making their
Miss Gertrude Fik and James
home at 187 West 15th street. Mr. Nienhuis were united in marriage
Henshaw has accepted a position last Thursday at the parsonage of
with the Hart A Cooley Mfg. Co.
the Ninth Street Christian ReMrs. Henshaw was formerly Miss
formed church by Rev. N. J. MonBuena Speers.
sma. They were attended by Miss
Mrs. Bannister of West 10th Ethel Nienhuis and Ralph Fik.
street underwent an operation at
Mrs. Henry Bosma, 28 years old,
the Holland hospital.
died Sunday evening after a brief
Jay Wabeke, student at the Uni- illness. An infant daughter had
versity of Michigan, spent the died just last Saturday and was
buried the same day. The mother
week-endat his homoriiere.
was taken ill last week Tuesday.
Jack Elenbaas, coach at Carson The deceased is survived by her
City, spent the week-end in Hol- husband, four children, Mildred
land.
Jean, Junior, Edwin, and Ermina
May. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
. .^e U.S.W.V. Camp and Auxiliary will hold a social evening Charles Stankey of Hamilton are
tonight,Friday, in the G.A.R. room also left to mourn, and one brothof the city hall. Mrs. G. Klaasen er, Albert of Kalamazoo, and four
and K. Van I^nte were appointed sisters, Mrs. Jack Pluimand, Mrs.
on the committee for the entertain- Cornelius Veersma of Holland,
Mrs. Halley Bryan of Saugatuck,
ment,
and Mrs. Marvin Hewett of Hokin,
^ Born to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Wash. Funeral serviceswere held
Kalkman on Sunday morning, a Wednesday afternoon at 1:30
daughter.
o’clock from the Dykstra Funeral
Dr. Paul Van Verst of Chicago Home, with Rev. Edward H. Tanis,
spent the week-endat the home of pastor of the Bethel Reformed
his parents, Dr. and Mrs. G. W. church, officiating. Interment took
Van Verst.
place in the Pilgrim Home ceme-

News

|

Kenneth Steugrerda,#on of Mr
and Mr». George StegRerda, fell
from a tree and was cat quite

badly.

j

!

Mr. and Mrs. MattNelif, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Nelia and Joseph NaliaJ
have Rone on a motor trip to I^ouisville. Ky., to visit Captain and Mrs.

N. G. Bush. Mrs. Bush was

for-

j

merly Miss Catherine Nelis of this

J

city.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Lambert
Gabbed, on Feb. 21, a daughter,
Dorothy Jean.

Miss Marian Visser bejfan a
course in a Grand Rapids school

,

Monday.
Rev. Seth Vander Werf was in
Cleveland,Ohio, for a few days to
see about the property of the Board
of Domestic Missions.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lievense
spent the week-end as the jruests
of Mr. and Mrs T. A. Evans of
Grand Rapids.
Hope colleyedebaters completed
a double victory over Calvin college

Friday evening when the Hope
affirmativeteam defeated the Cal-j

-

-

Miss Winona Peterson, student tery.
0
at Michigan State college,spent
the week-end at the home of her BOY SCOUT TROOP
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Oscar PeterAT METHODIST CHURCH

vin negative in a debate at Holland

by a tfwo to one decision of the
judges.The previous evening Hope
negative team debating hen* defeated Calvin affirmative by a
unanimousvote o* the judges.’ The
Hope debaters were Leonard Hoogenboom, Justin VartHbrkolk aod

IS

REORGANIZED

City TreasurerJohn Karreman
was a Grand Haven businessvisitor

Peter Norg, new Boy Scout
executive, has announced the reorganization of a Boy Scout troop
Tunis Prins, student at the Uniat the First Methodist church.
versity of Michigan, spent the
The troop committee is composed
week-end visiting in Holland.
of H. Kraft, chairman, E. V. HartBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Otto Haz- man, Rev. J. C. Willits, William C.
Ictt on Feb. 23. a daughter, Eleanor Vandenberg,George Damson, and
Velonia; to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Donald Severance. Mr. Damson was
Van Dyke, on Feb. 23, a daughter, the former scoutmaster and is now
Helen Jean; to Mr. and Mrs. Mar- in charge of outdooi*“activities.
tin Japinga, on Feb. 26, a son.
Dr. A. C. Glennie, formerly scout
Monday.

Stanley Verhey.

The following have aivlied for
building permits: K. Stoit, 27 East
24th street, to remodel the1 front
porch of his home at a cost of 1375;
Gerrit .Tirnmer,333 West list
Street, to build a garage at a coat
of $100; Arie Ter Haar to erect i
,| J<Now 800,d y°u ™ flndinflmistakes? The artist has intentionally
dwelling at 68 East 22nd street a? kmade severalotfrious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
an estimated cost of $5,000.
- dl»covered,others may be hard. See how long it will take
The Fourth Reformed church anYOU 'to nnd them. .
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hamper and
nual congregationsocial will be
daughter Laura and Miss Francis
held Monday evening. March 10. at
Riemersma,who spent the winter
7:30 p.m.
at Porte Richey, Florida, have re- ^ .ftnn Ver Hoef of Los Angeles,
Mrs. Nicholas Whalen underThe
Greyhound
bus company re-j
turned to Holland.
CalrC. is making an indefinite stay ports that the first bus leaving for went an operation at the Holland
bfficers of the Voters’ Informa- with bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ver Grand Rapids has been changed to hospitallast week Thursday.
tion club were re-electedfor the Hoef -if West 16th street.
5:30 insteadof 6 o'clock.
Miss Sarah Lacey and Miss Ruth
coming year. They include Sears
Miss Laura Knooihuizen reMiss Marie Clerk has finished her Smeenge attended the formal dinMcUan, president;Dr. A. Pieters,turned Monday from a business
course at the Blodgett hospital in ner dance of the Union Literary
secretary;Iva Davidson, treasurer,trip to Chicago.
Four new members were named
.... «...
, ., Grand Rapids and has accepted a Fraternity of Michigan State College at Lansing Saturday evening.
the executive committee: Mrs.
“ J, ,B
?la8"!n°,f *he positionat the Holland City hospik'«iinn u..
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hamper and
George Kollen.
Mrs. imuu
Edith «'..i
Wal- Sl*th Reformed church will hold a tal.
quarterly .meeting tonight,Friday.
daughter have returned to Holland
voord, J. J. Riemersma and C. M.
The 7-1 grade of the Holland
McLean. The club now numbers Among those who left Saturday Christian schools is studying Eu- after spending the week in Florida.
night for a trip through New Or186 members.
rope and is planning to make a book
leans, Sao Antonio. Texas, Houston.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Kool of Holland
Mrs. Derk Veldman. 77 years
on the subject. Picturesare now beMexico and the Rio Grande valley
old, passed away early Saturday
ing collectedshowing scenes in all have purchaseda farm near New
morning at the home of her son, are Mr. nnd Mrs. Bert Gebben, Mr. countries and the class has been Richmnod and plan to move in the
and Mrs. Bert Vander Poel. Mr.
Jacob I). Veldman in Holland towndivided into three groups, the near future.
and Mrs. Charles Van Zylen, Mr.
• ship. Mrs. Veldman was horn in
northern,central and southern.The
The Public Service club will hold
The Netherlands in 1852 anil came and Mrs. Reuben Tromp, Mr. and leaders of the groups are Henry a meeting in the city hall on MonMrs. Peter Van Zylen of Grand Hato this country in 1910, going first
Faber, Fred Veltman, Donna Tin- day. March 10.
ven. and Mrs. Alberta Van Ort.
to Chicago. Later she lived in Holholt and Marie Beekman. The
Mr. and Mrs. R. Tromp have
Albert F.tigar
Lampen,
land ov
at the
home ux
of ner
her M»n,
son, nev.
Rev. .
me mime
,
« son of books will be made in art class.
left for a trip to New Orleans,TexRichard Veldman, who was then!™Albert E. Lampen,, The
lhe f0|i0Wine
bovs
aI1(i
in as and Mexico.
following boys and girls in
pastor of the Prospect Park Chris- 1 underwentan operation at the Hoi- 1 the ,.2 Jrade (/th(. Kristianschoo"
tmn
land
hosnital
Monday
...
^nrisuan scnooi
Miss Frances Riemersma has
tian Reformedchurch. He has since ,an(, hospital Monday morning,
were neither absent nor tardy durbecome pastor of the West Leonard j Among those who attended the ing the first five weeks of the new returned to her home here after
Christian Reformed church of basketballgame at Kalamazoo last semester: John Bazuin, Lucile •spendingthe winter in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. George Beeuwkes
Grand Rapids. The deceased is sur- 1 Friday night were the Misses Mari- Bouman, Leon De Goed, Genevieve
vived by four sons and one daugh-j an Katte, Marirtn Anderson, Lucille Deur. Alvin Dykema, Edwin Dyke- and daughter Bernice and Myrtle
ter. They are Jacob of Holland, i Walvoord. Vera Van Duren, Arloa ma. Edgar Holkeboc-r.Alma Klin- have returnedto this city after
•

...

. ...

to T.

L.JJj

r

Rpformo.)

u,.

,

!

-and

.7

mopnimr

j

.

James and Nicholas of Cbicago and Van Peursem Betty Smith. Evelyn genberg,
genoerg, Lorraine
x.orrame Knoll,
Knoll, Gertrude
Gertrude spending the winter in Florida.
Rev. Richard \ eldmsn of Grand Hap- Albers, Ruth Bolhuis and Gordon I Menken. Jane Menken Donald I he party made its headquarters at
ids and Mrs. Marinus Bardolf of Van Ark, Louis Meengs, Chester | Michmerhuizen, Clarence Pott. Den- M. Petersburg, but a tour of the
Chicago. Seventeengrandchildren Meengs. Harold Boone. Irving mis Steinfort. Gretta Steeink entire state was made.
also sun-ive. Funeral services were Decker, William Wichers, Bernard Howard Topp. Ruth Van Dvke’
Ray Knoll and John Jansen have
fr°m- th^ h0me Tof
Brinkn Paul Dykstra., George Van Der Ploeg, Corwin Van "leaded guilty before Justice ElNjcholas Veldman in Chicago. In- A1 Smith. George Painter, Harold Der Veere, Robert Van Zanten. Ben- bern Parsons to charges of speedterment took place in Forest Home Dvkhuizen, Ronald Fox and James i jamin Westerhof, and Alvin Rezel- ing, and both were fined $10 including costs.

^

vil

leader in Chicago, is the new scoutmaster. Roy E. Babcock is his assistant, while Robert Gordon is the
junior assistant.
The senior patrol leader is Earl
Faber, while the three other leaders are Lemuel Harris, Arthur
Muring, and Herbert Harrington.
Six of the boys have already completed their tenderfoot examinations. They arc John Rosene, Arthur Huring, Lemuel Harris, Don

Huesing, Harold Wise and John

California^

A

KROGER
SARDINES
TOMATO SAUCE STORES
IN

was held
at Virginia Park Friday evening.
Refreshmentswere served at the
home of Marianne Bocks. Among
those who attendedwere Eunice
Maatman Sylvia Bocks. Marjorie
Zuidema, Edna Mooi, Barbara Lamroller skating party

nen Frances Hoover. Adelaide
Kooiker Mildred Looman,

Raoul

Nics, Glen Loveland. Glenn Eilers,
Gerard Raffenaud, Robert Arensi„0ff8t’ R,(,fnour- George Howlettand Kenneth Coster.
Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Kolkman ent*
tamed with a party at their
home last week Thursday night in
1

a fixed habit with ChaHes A. Lindbergh. When a
schoolboy in Washingicn, D. C, he was described as “thrifty and in-

^

money

is

Later, at the University of Wisconsin,he was able through strict frugality to

add

savings. When he left the university to- take a course in flying at LinNebraska, he si/ved railway fare by buying a motorcycle with which to

to his

coln,

the

trip.

$250. When
The

Anneta Boa Loops Eighteen
Points in One Game

story of

as the story of his

Due to the postponementof the|
Delphi-Sibyllinemeet, the DorianSorosis game was the only one to
be played on the scheduled night.
The game started off in flashy
style and for a few minutes it
looked like a tussle. But Dorian
had the advantage in the height
of their forwards and guards. Ruth
Foss and Anetta Bos exhibited a
wonderful display of floor work
and the thirty-fivepoints gained
by their team were almost equally
divided between them, Bos totaling
seventeen points and Foss eighteen.
Marion Katte, Sorosis flashy forward, made her team’s five points,
but Johnson, her guard, repeatedly
succeeded in getting the ball. Both
Umet and Peeke as jump centers
played consistent games. Lamet
usually got the jump, but Peeke’s
floor work was rated as being consistent. Both Van Person and Tase •
were good as side centers, and Van
Person, as a forward in the second
half of the game was unusually

later

I

Navy Beans

Hand

2 ^ 17c

Picked

Spaghetti

P

83c

24' , lb. Sack

2

Bulk

G Soap

«
Fould’s
Pink Salmon t'

Camay Soap

One

Bar

5

n

3 pv

been

for his savings, he

might not ha;e been able

In order to accomplish ir,

men, who were interestedin

The
sum

total cost of the

25c

3b-19c

fer

This was Lindbergh’s

Consumers may have to pay more
for Michigan peaches this year as a
result of winter injury to

buds

Texas

5

3

Lbs.

Lbs.

35c
19c

College and secretary of the Michi-

gan State HorticulturalSociety,

E. 1).

DIMNENT,

re-

Personal Finance Co.
Building, Fifth Floor,
S. W. Cor.

Monroe A

Ionia Ave.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

KROCER STORES

‘

Tel. Dial 6-6-2-1-5. Open 8:30 to 5.
Sat. 8:30 to 1
I

ICENSED BY THE STATE

blasted on the morning of Jan. 18
when the temperature fell to 20 degrees below zero. The loss w^s esti-

on the road

to

un-

was soon able to accumulate

Compounded

Vice

$1,000,000.

DIEKEMA,
Pres

President

WYNAND

ICHERS,

Cashier

BANK

-

-

W

The Bank uilh lhe Largest Capital and Surplus

HOLLAND,

MICHIGAN

OOOOQOCOOO6OOOOOO&OOOOOOOQOS
OLIVE CENTER

*23.00

Mrs. Luberta Fairbanks and
John spent a few days at the home
of James Knoll last week.
Mrs. H. Redder and Mrs. John
Rowhorst attended a shower in
honor of Marjorie Redder last week
Mid Wednesday evening at Holland.
Miss Redder expects to be married

Saving

Mamikon Beach
Vacuum Cleaner
Lightweight — Balanced — Eafjrto Carry

-

met and

leave* the nap Uke new. Motor -larfe and powerful
ball bearing* and never need* oiling. Easily
operated
glides without effort.We shall be glad to let you
try this cleanerin your home or ou our store demonstrating stand.
No better cleaner b made. We respectfullyInvite comparison.

rat®®00** "J

-k

Radio Service Pione 5167

•I

Meyer Music House
17

W

Wat

Sl

Hollind.

12359— Kxpirei Mur 22

Ordered,That tha

JAMES J. DANHOF,

copy

Judge of Probate
Harriet Swart
Dep. Register of Probate.

A.fSrouw.erCo*
212-216 River Ave.

Mr. Gerrit Groenewoud,Sr., from
Zeeland spent a few days at the
home of his children here, Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Groenewoud,last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van Dyk from

JANS HELDER
SINGING TEACHER
J.

Will teach in Holland every

Wed-

nesday.
1

Studio— 54 Graves

Place..

Telephone 2618

appointment, or

j

-

o

-

for

Address 613 Gilbert Building,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

RATES REASONABLE

FILLMORE

George Rabbers,64 years

old,

died Sunday morning at his home
near Fillmore. He is survived by
at ten A. M„ at said Probate Office is
hereby appointedfor hraringsaid pe- his wife and two sons, Gerrit and
James, both of Fillmore, and one
tition.
daughter, Mrs. Dena Wiersma of
It is Further Ordered, Thet Public
notice thereof be given by publication of e copy hereof for three
successive weeks previous to said day
of hearingin the Holland City News,
a newspaper printed end circulated in
said county.
day of April, A. D. 1J30

as*

this week.

Holland spent Saturday evening at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Present: Hon. Jamei J. Danhof, Voldheer.
Judge of Probate.
The Home Economicsgroup met
In the matter of the Estate of
at the town hall last week Thurs-

A true

Loans £ *300

also his start

FIRST STATE

ports.

fth

Room 514, GrandRapidsTrust

was

It

G. J.

DR.

in

Southwestern Michigan, H. D.
Hootman, of East Lansing, extension pomologist at Michigan State

It is

Fancy
Wineaap

Paris.

Semi-Annually

aaid estate be granted to herself or
tome other suitable person.

Your Income

of-

Of course we can’t all be Lindbergh's, however the lessons in thrift and saving in the story of “Lindy” are obvious.

day afternoon. Mrs. Harm Kuite
Kate P. Brouwer having filed her pe- substitutingfor Mrs. Lew Kamphuis as local leader. There werbj
tition, praying that an initrument filed
nine ladies present. Plans were
in *aid Court be admitted to Probate
as the last will and testament of said made to attend the Achievement
deceased and that administrationof Day at Zeeland, March 5.

Repayments to

19c

$2,000. The

Lindbergh s wonderful courage, his outstanding bravery together with his
modest savings account were the nucleus which after all made and “put over” the
first and still unprecedentedair tr p across the Atlantic.

MARTHA PRAKKEN, Dereued

Complete Privacy

Pound

start to

sought riches, for as a result of his Paris trip, he
quite a comfortable fortune.

i

Suit

Apples
Spinach

Servico

had estimated at $20,000. This
engine and aerial navigation

This Bank pays 4 Percent

- The Probate
Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a maion of aaid Court, held at
the ProbateOffice in the City of Grand
Haven in laid County,on the 3rd day
of Mar. A. D. 1930.

24 Hour

all.

was accepted and the other $18,0C0 advanced by his backers.

EXPERT

Courteous Attention

Sandwich Cakes

proposed flight he

i

ED
MONEY

Paris at

plane. Going to some business
them his carefullymade plans.

a

of this cost hims?lf,which, of course, meant his entire savings of

Phonograph

Cocoanut

have

flight to

FRUIT; HIGH PRICES

•

Touted

to

his

flying, he laid before

;

2^29°
FREE

he had

make

to

instruments and $7,000 for expenses. Col. Lindbergh offered to defra; one-tenth

Peach buds in Illinois, Indiana
grandchildren were present, CorA surprise party was held at the
and Ohio also were destroyed by
nell Dirkse, Betty and Seth Kalkthe cold wave, Hootman reported. home of Mr. and Mrs. P. Zeldenrust
man.
J Little or no damage occurred in Tuesday eveninR, when the neighorchards north of South Haven, bors gathered to give them a welv«vPDy.kemtt„?;which seemed to be out of the path come in our midst. There were 32
shower laat week Wednesdayin of the cold wave which swept over present. Lunch was served, and
games wert played and all reported
v"0,iOf M,«. GertrudeFik. now the state from the southwest.
Mis. James Nienhuis. Miss Fik reWith a short crop and fair prices a good time. The Zeldonrusts are
ceived many beautiful gifts \ in prospect,Hootman advised grow- living on the farm formerly occudainty two course luncheon was ers in the Grand Rapids section to pied by Mrs. A. Sjoerdsma.
served. Those present were the prune their trees lightly this spring
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob P. Brandscn
Madames S. Huyser, S. Westra. H and produce as much fruit as pos- and childrenmotored to East Paris
Nienhuis,A. Van Langeveld, J. Fik sible.
lait Wednesday.
A. Vander Wall, J. Minnema. H
Mr. Harry Vander Zwaag has
?rT,lt’ P- ^ippor,
purchased a new Ford sedan.
O WJPMtt’»bro<*-Also Misses Jean
Mr. and Mrs. Thorman have reBrandt, Ethel and Johanna Nienturned from Lamont where they
huis, Jeannette, Bertha and Gerspent the winter and are again livtrude Fik.
Repairing ing in Mrs. Brady’s house.

18c N E

drew

included $6,000 for a plane. $6,900 for the

PEACH BUDS ARE
FROZEN AGAIN: NO

STATE OF MICHIGAN

with each Purchase

Layer Cake
Marshmallc

B

Igc

account

what Lindbergh did with that ^2,000 is almost as interesting
epoch-making flight acroes the Aflantic. Indeed, had it not

£">4

Flour

a savings

an air mail pilot and for the first time

I

mated at more than

Country Club

have built up

fly af Lincoln, he is said to

he became

|

in the county. The buds were

*i

the Answer:

a regular salary, he saved $2,000.

Stars Perform

A

^rwandi*Irv r- Kalkman,

is

/hog&zsh

A. JL

dustrious.”

of

Before coming to Grand Rapids,
.0»f«?krr1 Mrv C- Ka,kman
of West Rth street, who were celeHootman made a survey of winter
brating their 34th wedding anniinjury in Berrien County. He said
['™ryd®'nty two course he found very few live ncach buds
luncheon was served. Those present

uT

CAVING

While learning to

Feminine Court

1

1^' J?e Weese has moved
his dental offices from above the
Huizonga Jewelry store on Rth
street to the Kuite building at 12
West 8th street.

Here

make

Weller.

CHAQIES

CttZ

Allendale. Funeral services were
VIRGINIA PARK
held Thursday afternoon at 1
A Boy Scout troop was organized
o'clock from the home and at 1:30
at the Overisel ChristianReformed at Virginia Park Friday night
church, Rev. G. J. Vander Riet offi- Twenty-five prospectiveBoy Scouts
ciating. Interment took place in were present at the meeting. The
committee is composed of William
Overiselcemetery.
Winstrom, chairman, L Van Rege
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John Vanmorter, Edward Munson, H. Va
den Belt, a daughter, Jean; to Mr.
Oss
and A. Brinkman, Bernard Ronnd Mrs. John Bronkhorst, on Feb.
sendahl will be the new scoutmas23, a daughter, Johanna.
ter. Eight patrol leaders and their
Mr. John Stait is building a new assistantshave been selected, and
home on the same place where his will now have a month’s training
former home stood which was course under the directionof Mr
burned down last fall. He expects Rosendahl. Refreshmentswere
to complete the house by April 1.
served by Mrs. Van Regenmorter.

-

Local

L.

-

News
— - -

PARK TOWNSHIP
REPUBLICAN CAUCUS

presented a beautifulsilk flag and

-

will bo held
Saturday, March 8, 1930
at

2:00 p.m.
at

Polling Place, Precinct No. 2
Central Park
EAST 8AUGATUCK
*,°r the purpose of nominating
township officers and to conduct
Rev. H. Dowstra, veteran Re- »uch other buainess aa
may prop^ed^miniater,died recently at ^ly'come ‘before'thJ mwtinj.

MICHIGAN BELL
TELEPHONE CO.

ZEELAND

t^PM^rTthe Method!
estant church

t

,

S

Surprisingly Low

<T& &Vf,"y^r.

ver who, explLed production0"'..!'1
marketing of nualitv eees nnH Hr !

-

For Instance:

!

H(^dwUeger8emlM^^cond^t^

7:00 p.
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Guardian Memorial forever. Time cannot touch
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Everlasting

would nil keep
beautifulmemory. Can
there, then, lie a more
fitting tribute to those
we loved than a memorial
that will last to the end
)f the world?
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nmde known by revelation. The signment
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MORTGAGE SALE
senting the merchants and aeriSTATE
OF
MICHIGAN Th. Probate
cultural agent Milham. The merWhereas, default has been made
Court for the County of Ottawa.
chants committee secured the good
in the payment of tnoneyi secured
will of the farmers by serving a
Atamaion of aaid Court, held at
by a mortgage dated the 23rd day
sumptuousdinner at noon. The secof December,A.D., 1907, executed he I robate Office in the City of Grand
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Present, Hon. Jame* J. Danhof
ship of Holland. County of Ottawa,
is expected to be taxed.
and State of Michigan, an mortga- Judge of Probate.
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gors, to Jan Ten Hagen of Olive
Id the Matter of the Estate of
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STATE OF MICHIGAN- The Pro($3,227.87), principaland interest,
and an attorney fee of Thirty-five bate Court for the Countv of Ottawa.
Dollars ($35.00), being the legal
At a *e*«i«n of aaid Couif. held at
attorney fee in said mortgage pro- the Prohate Officem the City of Grand
v ded, and no suit or proceedings lOven In Mid County, on the lat day
having been instituted at law to re- of Msr. A I) 1930

Parable. In the parable of the
wheat and tares, the sower Is the
Ron of Man (v. 37). It Is evident
that the sower In this ease Is the
Lord Jesus Christ. Through the
centuriesHe has been sowing the
peed of divine truth by means of cover the debt, or any part thereof,
Present: Hon.JsmesJ. Danhof Judur
prophets, apostles nnd ministers.
secured by said mortgage, whereby of Probate.
H. The Kind of Soil (vv. 4-8: lit the power of sale conUined in said
23).
the Matitr of th« Batai* of
mortgage has become operative
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THEREFORE, notice is HERMANUS SMEYERS, Dtcemd
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It is Ordered,That thr
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Robert Snay DBV,n?
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time and place being htrehy
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appoint.
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Dr. Gabriel D.

Bos

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Second Floor, DoFouw Bldg
Hour*: 2:30—5; 7—8 P. M.

Office

Open Morning* by Appointment
Phone 4444

Hickema-Kollen and
Ten Cate
Atforneys-at-Uw
Office

Judge of Probate,
Harriet Swart

8

STATE OF MICHIGAN—

Tha Pro
bare Court for tha County of Ottawa.
Ala aaaiion of aaid Court, held at
tha Probata Offica in the CityofOrand
H*van in aaid County, on tha 19th day
of Fab.

A.

E. J.

HANES

OSTEOPATH

Register of Probate

11640 Rip. March

Over the First State Banl

DR.

A true copy—

Dep

—

HOLT

DR.

L. M.
OSTEOPATHICPHYSICIAN

Office at 84

West 8th

Office Hour*: 9-12 A.

St.

M.

2-5
and by appointment

West Eighth Street
Above Newark Shoe Store

P.M

Office, 27

tl

TELEPHONE 2185
Hour*: 9 to 12 n.m. and 2 to 5 p.m.
and by appointment

H. R.

Doesburg

Drugs, Medicines and
Toilet Articles

D.. 1930.

Praaant, Hon. Jamas J. Danhof,
Judkaof Probata.
In tha mattar of tha Eiuta of

Dr. A. Leenhouts
Lye, Ear, None and Throat

CLARE

E.

HOFFMAN

and

Specialist

HOFFMAN

JOHN E. PELON, M.nDlly Imrampeient
[Vander Veen Block]
CARL E.
Office hours: M0 a. m. 2-5 p. m.
ParablM (vv. 10-17).
Egbert t’elon having filed in ssid court
Attorneys
Evenings— lues, and Saturduv
There Is much misapprehension Frances Eliza Owen, Plaintiff, v his supplementalfinal administration
7:30 to fl-nn
concerning teaching In parables,
— vs
account, and hi* petition praying for
For your convenience. Arrange fo
the parabolic method of teaching Joseph Stuart Owen, Defendant.
the sllowarre thereof and for the
ippointments Monday, Tueada
makes clear the troth to thwe tliat
alignment
and
distribution
of
the
Suit pending in the Circuit Court
and Wednesday.
love It, but conceals It from those for the County of Ottawa, In residue of said estate
E.
J.
BACHELLER
who hove a distaste for It. Jesu* Chancery. In this cause it appearPETERS BUILDING
It is ordarad, that tha
did not teach by parable till the ing that defendant, Joseph Stuart
Opposite Warm Friend Tavern
D. C., Ph. C.
A
rulers had set their hearts against Owen, cannot be found in this
I9tb day of Marik. A. D., 1930
Phone 5291
H m. when In the light of HI* state, and that it cannot be ascerCHIROPRACTOR
32 E. 8th S
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at aaid
miracles and wonderful works thev
Office: Holland City State Hank
tained in what state or country the
probate office.be and ia hereby appointturned against Him and attributed defendant now resides.
ed for examining and allowing aaid Hours, 1011:30 a.m.; 2-5 * 7-8 p.m
His works to the devil. Ho de
It is ordered that the defendant account and hearing said petition.
nounced them In the most scathing enter his
Dr. J. O. Scott
cause
r.itcr m* appearance in said cause
tl
Li___
It ia Further Ordarad, That public
terms and began to tescb In para
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St. £V*?mb (TMitt 18:11
188
, «Mivvw.vk. previous to .aid day of
6:9, 10). Jesus came, as did His Hol
21 W. 16th
Phone 4550
forerunner John the Baptist, pro- for rix ^ut-tressive
Holland City New., .
r, ' /11,^88^0
nawipepar printed and circulated in
claiming the kingdom as at hand
Holland,Mich.
Dated January 10, 1930.
said county
The people rejected and crucified
FRED T. MILES,
Him. He arose from the grave
JAMES J. DANHOF
Circuit Judge

15

and ascended Into heaven,assuring
HI* disciples that He would come
again and would then set up the

DONALD

E.

Judge of Probate

SEVERANCE,

Attorney fnr Plaintiff.
Business Address:
Holland, Michigan.
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appearingto the court that the
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sufficient
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which holds firmly to basic policies and

TOWNS

AS

tinr;

other things entering In. This
26th day #f March, A.D. 1930
mean* the pleasures of life. All
si
ten
o’clock in the forenoon, at said
fjiese things choke the Word of
God Many of the enjoyments of Probate office, be and ia hereby ap
pointed for hearingsaid petition.
the world may be InnocentIn them
selves, but they attract so much
It Is Further Ordered,That public
attention and consume so much on notice thereofbe given by publication
ergy nnd time that one hn* no of a copy of this order, onee ea< h
Mine for Bible reading,meditation week for three successive weeks preand prayer. This is a vivid picture
he8r|nR. in the
of many Christianpeople today.
Holland City News a newspaper print4. The good ground, or fruitful ed and circulated in **id county
hearers (v. 8. ef. v. 23).
JAMES J HANHOP.
But others fell Into good ground
Judke of Probata
nnd brought forth fruit." This A troa copy—
ground differedfrom all the rest
Harriet Swart
It was mellow, deep and moist,
Dep. Regiater of Prohste
therefore it was capable of bringing
forth fruit a hundred, some sixty
Expires March 8
and some thirty fold. In the men*
ure that the heart Is kept free from
STATE OF MICHIGAN
THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR
worldliness,riches and pleasure*
the good seed matures.
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
In Chancery
HI. Th# Purpos* of Tmhing in

Just as Holland

MotJ

our
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The wayside means the track April, A.D., 1930, at two o'clock in
beaten down by the hoofs of anl- the afternoon of that date, which
It is Further Ordered. That Public
mals and the feet of men. Be premises are described in said notice thereof be given by publication
of a copy of this order for three »uccause the soil was unbroken and mortgage as follows, to-wit:
cessivr weeks previous to taid day of
uncultivatedthe seed could not gel
The following
n.nuwiiig(icscritHm
describedland and
beneath the surface, thereforewas premises, situatedin the Township hearing in the Holland City News. •
devoured by the fowls. The great of Ohve,. County of Ottawa, and newspaper, printed f ndcirculated in said
county.
truth taught la that the heart un- State of Michigan, viz:
JAMES J. DANHOF,
broken and hard Is not favorable
The South half of the northwest
Judfta of Probata.
a. ..... a.,
«
poll for the Gospel. By such the
nuarter of section twenty-three A true copy —
Gospel Is not recognized us God's
(23) in Town six (6)
North
of
iuj ixoren o
Harriet Swart
means for restoring them unto Himrange sixteen(16) west. ContainD'P Register of Probate
pelf. While the heart remains hard,
»ng eighty (80) acres of land be
the evil one finds some wav to
the same more or less,
snatch away the truth.
together with ail tenements, here2. The stony places, or superti ditaments and appurtenances there12289— Esp. Myrrh 15
cl a I hearers (vv. 5, fl, of. vv. 20, 21). unto belonging.
8TAT* OF MICHIGAN
This means stones with a thin
n*» ProUU Gout for Um
layer of soil upon them. Under A Dfttl930hi" 22nd <Jay °f Janu*ry.
Cowte Of Ottawa.
such conditions the seed spring*
FRANK
E. DAVIDSTJT,
Piob*to
ones la Um City of Grstri II., „
up quickly,but likewise scorches
Assignee of Mortgagee. in ssid County, on the 25ih day ol
quickly. Hearts superficially
ImFebruary.A.D. 1930
pressed receive God’s Word with DIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN CATE,
Prostnt i Hob. Jamm J. Danhof,
Attorneys
for
Assignee
of
MortgaJoy, but when persecutionnnd trial
Jfpe,
Judin of Proha U.
come they are not able to endure.
I* Um Mai Ur of th# bUU of
Business Address:
3. The thorny ground or pre-oc
Holland,Michigan.
cupled hearers (v. 7, ef. v. 22).
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Four

NEWS

WEST OLIVE
Center visited at the John Tanis report a very pleasant trip, but
Prof.
home last week Thursday.
businessseemed to be very dull and
Mrs.
Augusta
Ebel
of
West
Word was received Monday by
Henry Schutmaat,manager of weather extremely cold in the far
Olive died at her home on Sunday,
The village council has granted Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stankey of the Schutmaat Department store, south. We will evidently have at March 2, at 8:20 a.m. She was a'
Italian
of
permission to the Saugutuck Wo- the death of their daughter, Mrs. was in Grand Rapids on business
well
known
pioneer
citizen
who'
least
three
optimists
in
this
burg,
the wife was enjoying the southern
man's club to erect the Butler pub- Henry Bosma of Holland. An in- Tuesday.
From all directionswe heard of boosting for Hamilton and Mich- spent 22 years of her life in this
lic library ami woman’s building on fant daughter had died just last
Most
of
us
find
it
pleasant
to
city as the wife of the late Carl
sun outside, the littlefellow came
the public square, honoring the first Saturday and been buried the same dull times. This village is appar- igan.
Ebel, who operated ji meat market hear our mother tongue spoken
day. Mrs. Bosma was taken sick ently fortunate. -Celery shipping
Ben Kooiker, Hamilton’smilk- here 50 years ago. She has lived in
running to her and tried to convince
white settler, Wm. Butler.
last week Tuesday and died Sun- has kept a large number employed man, is anxiously hoping that the
a strange land.
her that the lira was counterfeit. A
April 4 has been fluted to day night at midnight. Funeral throughoutthe winter so that a- party who took several milk bot- West Olive 48 years and in this when we are in
SUM MOM TUE WID THU FRJ
choose Miss Allegan, the Allegan services were held Wednesday brief rest before the spring work
city 22 years. She was born in Thu8 lt ggemed to Prof. T. Weltles from porches of his customers
lira more or less did not mean much
Mecklenberg, Germany, on Feb. 14,
.
.
Business and ProfessionalWomen s Wednesday afternoon at one-thirty begins is welcomed. The local farm
will at least return the bottles.
to her, but the whisperings of the
I candidate for blossom queen at the o’clock from the Dykstra Funeral bureau is already assured that the The Woman’s Study club met at 1852, and came to this country with mers about a score of years ago
her parents when eight years old. when he and his wife were travel- boy had attracteda policeman with
Benton Harbor festival. The num- home with Rev. Edward H. Tanis, annual report will show a large
the home of Mrs. Hagelskamp on She has lived in this section for ing in Europe. Imagine them disber of local candidates is increas- pastor of the Bethel Reformed increase over last year.
the usual crowd, so that Prof. WelWednesday evening. Miss L. Boyce
ing and much interest is taken.
I church officiating. The remains
mers was well greeted when he
The Jake Eding garage reoorts from Allegan gave a most instruc“d
Homer Strickfaden, age 18, of were laid to rest in the Pilgrim that during the first two months of tive talk on political parties. Miss M. Bruinsma and Charles, William K«*ted
Skedoo twen- came out of the bank. The lira was
Fennville, Saturday was awarded Home cemetery. Surviving are the this year a substantialincrease is Van Der Kolk gave current events and Henry Ebel of West Olive. Also ty three,” then meaning what we
proven to be good and the claim
the silver medal in the local Boy husband and four children, Mildred shown over last year. Last week and Elta Borgman and Elinor
by one brother, M. R. Ewald of express today by “beat it.” If they faked. The littlefellow went along
Scout troop here. Homer won the Jean, Junior, Edwin and Ermina the following purchased new Chev- Drenten sang duets. Being guest
with the policeman.
medal on passing tests with the May. Besides her parents here in rolets: Dick Smit, H. Van Peenen, night, refreshmentswere served
VrfTld, But that was not all. One sunny
Hamilton there are also left to Harvey Kollen, Frances Ihrman and a social hour enjoyed.
highest result.
Wis., and Mrs. Elizabeth Hilt of
8Parcd a Kreat deal of
mourn, one brother, Albert, of
The Community play, “Mary’s Muskegon;eight grandchildren and embarrassment But it came from day the couple was walking on the
| Anthony Niessink, 49 years old, Kalamazoo,and four listers, Mrs. and Albert Hazekamp.
John Brink, Joe Hagelskamp, Castle in the Air,” will be pre- six great grandchildren. Funeral SUch a bright little fellow that they broad wall that skirts the edge of
passed away Monday at the Holland Jack Pliumand. Mrs. Corelius
hospital after an extended illness. Veersma of Holland; Mrs. Halley Joe Alderink and Herman Kuite sented March 13 and 14. The play services were held on Wednesday at
the bay famed in story and song.
He is survived by his wife and two Byron of Saugatuck, and Mrs. Mar- motored to Fremont on business is a comedy-drama,being not only
b"*™
Endli.h
and
hi,
tru.y
Who
should come but the same litTuesday.
humorous but also very entertainchildren.Fannie and Thomas. One vir^Hewett of Hokin, Wash.
Latin forwardness,and thought tle friend, stirring up another comsister. Mrs. Anna Kuieek of Grand
Mrs. Lee Slotman. who has been ing. Each character has been ably Grand Haven township.
Henry Dangremond of Seattle. ailing for several months, is not .•cachedby Mr. T. T. Gorder and
othey had gained a nice little friend. motion, and bringing another large
Rapids, and a brother,Otto Vander
Miss Chrystene Scholten of Chi- Lev, also survive.Funeral services Wash., visited his brother Ed and
some exceptionallyfine acting will
feeling miite so well recently.
The next day they met him again. crowd. That was enough for Prof.
cago spent a few days visiting rela- were held Thursday afternoon at other relativesin this vicinity last
Zeeland
Wm. Drenten and sons Henry result. The following make up the
He
had some souvenir cards with Welmers. He grasped the collar (a
week.
Mr.
Dangremond
is
the
Holtives in Holland.
1:30 o’clock from the home at 296
and John returned last Thursday cast: Sena Maatman,%Mae RanA day of prayer for women will him this time, and sold them some dirty one) and swinging him high
Miss Minnie K. Smith was culled West 13th street and at 2 o clock land Furnace man in the state of from a motor trip through the kens, LaurenceMaxam^Ivan Rogto Kalamazoo because of an oper- from the Fourth Reformed church, Washington and attended the get- south. They visited a large number gen, Amy Voorhorst, Harvey Zee- be held today, Friday, in aSecond for a lira, about twenty cents. above the waters of the bay said,
ation performedon a niece, Miss Rev. H. Van Dyke officiating.Inter- together meeting which was held of places of intereston the 4000- rip. Geneva Miskotten,Harold Dan- Reformed Church, at Zeeland in While the unsuspecting professor “Now get, or down you go! This is
Marv Elizabeth Beery, a student at ment took place in the Graafschap at Holland.
. , .
v the end! Skedoo twenty three!” and
mile trip, making their main stops gremond, Janet Kaper and Marian connection with a world observFred Mason motored to Muske- at Brewton, Ala., Miami, Fla., and Maxam. Josephine Kuite will ren- ance. The movement la interdenomWestern State Teachers’ college, cemetery.
lhe b*nk 'lra,|'htcn,r,« hls
gon for the week-end to visit his Washington,D. C. They were on der vocal music between acts and inational.Local women of all de- financial affairs (and who does not he “skedooed” with “truly Latin”
and a former Holland High school
The regular monthly meeting of wife and children. Mrs. Mason has the road about three weeks. They Hawaiian music will also be given. nominations will take
need to do that when traveling)and alacrity.
student.
the Maplewood Parent-Teachers been staying with children for an
Mrs. George E. Kollen and son
associationwas held Friday eve- extended visit.
John have returned from a trip to
ning. The meeting was opened with
Mrs. Herman Brower visited her
Florida and the South.
community singing led by Gilbert
Lee De Pree of Midland spent Van Wynen. Rev. Bouwsma offered children. Dr. and Mrs. M. Hoffs at
the week-endat the home of his prayer, after which George Schuil- Lake Odessa several days last
week.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. De Pree.
ing gave a very interesting talk on
An ice cream party was given
Lieutenant Governor Lauren D. “The Developmentof the Child.
Dickinson will speak at the First The rest of the program follows: last Thursday at the home of Mr.
Methodist church Sunday morning Ukelele music by. Ethel Mokma, and Mrs. Wm. Ten Brink. The fesat ten o’clock, and will also speak Gezina Kleinheksel,Lucille Schaap, tivitieswere in honor of their
at the SaugatuckMethodist church Dorothy Schaap. Geneva and Leola daughter. Mrs. Frank Moomey, who
at 12:15 o’clock. A cordial invita- Ver Burg accompanied by Miss Jo- was celebrating her birthday.The
tion is extended to everyone to at- hanna Kleinheksel;a vocal solo by present were Mr. and Mrs. Frank
tend and hear him.
Gilbert Wynen, accompanied by Moomey. Mr. and Mrs. John BauThe H.O.H. club will meet to- Mrs. Van De Lune; a reading by man. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ten
Brink. Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Rognight, Friday, at the Woman’s Lit- Mrs. Johanna Schaap; music by
erary club. Prof. Paul Hinkamp of Harold and Laurence Mokma; a gen, Lillian Brink. Bud Ten Brink.
Hope college will be the sneaker of piano duet bv Misses Johanna and Julia Ten Brink, and Donald
The plant department is about to build
Six
Five A. B.
Schaap.
the evening. A play will also be Gezina Kleinheksel; a reading by
Harry Lamnen has been busy ungiven under the direction of Peter Lucille Schaap; a dialogue entitled
some new purificationbins,
will rob
Koopman. Alex Van Zanten is “Aunt Polly Joins the Missionary loading a carload of hardwareand
chairman of the program commit- Society" was given by Mrs. J. expects another this week and thus
Kleinheksel.Mrs. Johanna Schaap, feels prepared for the spring rush.
—
our merchandise storage space of approxD. L. Brink and family visited at
The world day of prayer will be Mrs. Henry Schaap and Mrs. 0.
observedat the First Reformed Van Dyke. Harry Houtman and the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lehimately
thousand square feet. Rather
church today, Friday. An interest- Louis Mulder entertainedwith sev- man last week Tuesday evening.
eral
musical
selections
while
reGeorge
Schutmaat
was
in
Grand
ing service will be held this afterthan find additional storage space,
are
noon at 2:30 o’clockin the First freshments were served by Mr. and Rapids Monday on business.
Little Keith Nieboer has been
Reformed church. Missionarieswill Mrs. John Blauw and committee.
present the need of America and of Mr. and Mrs. John Kleinhekselhad ouite seriously sick for several
offering to our customers some
days. At the first it was thought
charge of the program.
foreign land.
to be rheumatism, but when there
UES, starting March third.
was no response to this treatment
given, the little man was taken to
Holland where it was found that it
was caused by an infectionin the
knee. The foot was placed in a
of Spring,
cast and at this time he seems
This is not to be a “Sale” in the regularHAMILTON

The Monica society will hold a
baked goods sale at Do Vries &
Dombos store Saturday, March 15.

Welmers Did Not Find The
Sense
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lANNOUNCEMENT-’i
Round Oak

Ranges

which

tee.

Ranges

one

we

REAL VAL-

The New Frocks

By

1930

Their Necklines You Shall

Know Them!
Now

new

that the

silhouetteis established, atten-

tion is focussed on details and

new

flatteringfeminine draped

and

Three

frocks

emerge with

colorful necklines.

cape bertha— the scarf
crossed and drawn through slits — and
the notched collar with scarf ends.—

of the favorites are the

Attractivelypriced

greatly improved.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat
entertainedat supper Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Hagelskamp Sunday evening.
A poultry'school was held in
Hamiltonlast Thursday. It was an
all day meeting. Mr. Hancock of
Lansing state poultry expert, gave
the main addresses.A great deal of
interest is being shown these meetings. Another farmers’ meeting will
be held here next Friday, March 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Slotman entertained Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Slotman
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Slotman and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Merle Hutchinsonand Julia Slotman of Detroit last Thursday eve-

li
ly

The Aristocrat of
Gas Ranges!
Full Porcelain Enamel

Oven

Linings— was $92.50
Heat Control

Others

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Stuit of Byron

to $39.50

8
All-Porcelain!

Frankly— we are confronted with the

problem of immediately releasing

this

— and we are prepared to pay you

space

17-inch Oven with

full

enamel

linings; Heat Regulator;Rutz

Lighter; Enamel Grates and
Burners.

Was $99.50

SPECIAL PRICE

well in terms of real savings

in return

for

SPECIAL PRICE

your cooperation in helping us to move this

ning.

$9.95— $15.00

accepted sense of the word.

$72.00

$72.00

stock.

THEATRES

COLONIAL
Mat. Daily 2:30; Eve.7 8 9

Below

4 Tappan Ranges

moved.

is listed

the stock that

Practically all these

must be

3 Gark-Jewels

Ranges are 1929

models.

Friday, Saturday, March 7, 8

GEORGE BANCROFT
and

ESTHER

RALSTON

We

do not want to add to the price of

in

these ranges the cost

of

an extensive adverti-

The Mighty
sing program, therefore this will be the only
Mon., Tues.
Color

is lavishly

Just

used in Spring Coats.

March

Received

10,

1

announcement of

A Gas Range which

WINNIE LIGHTNER

We

New Spring Coats

this
Wed. and Thurs.
Mar.

$14.75 $19.50 $25.00

suggest that

you

Son of the Gods

HOLLAND

Over 500 in the City
of Holland

Ranges

at

this price will not
a

remain unsold more than

few days.

16-inch Oven; Enamel Linings; All-Porcelain Range;
Heat Control— was $89.50.

Porcelain.

Was $127.50.

SPECIAL PRICE

$85.00
4 Federal Ranges

Matinee Saturday2:30

$75.00

Evening 7 and 9

Don’t Be Cold! Call

at

Heat Control; all

12, 13

in

HmmvmmamammmamrnamaminmamKmmommaa

unprecedentedreduction in price

your earliest opportunity, because

RICHARD BARTHLEMESS

PEM.r.'.

leads the

stove industry in this country.

avail yourself of

She Couldn’t Say No

Specially priced

WHERE F/VSMION

the offer.

1

MAR.

SAT.,

8

Remember

BILLIE DOVE

-

in

Other Tomorrow
3

ACTS Added

3

ACTS

Radio Keith Orpheum

We

cannot begin

to enumerate the
many money-saving bargains!

These Ranges are
direct

from

our

Vaudeville
Monday, Tuesday, Mar.

stock

10. 11

- not

RANGES AT HAS

LUPE YELEZ

old

—You cannot believe these
bargains until you see the
ranges— was $117.50.

SPECIAL PRICE

MONTIE BLUE
and

4651

PRICE CAN’TLAST!

GRANT WITHERS

models!

$75.00

For prompt delivery service

Tiger Rose

BUY DUSTLESS COAL
Our new method
coal.

It

rations.

enables us to deliver to you clean

added

Fred’s Country Store

sure helps save the wall paper or house deco-

COSTS NO MORE.

Wed., Thura^ Fri.

March

Gebben & Van Den Berg
275 East 8th

street

12,

13,

Holland Gas

14

NORMA TALMADGE

in

Corner River and Ninth

Holland, Mich.

New York

Company

Nights
-

Phone 5808

Holland, Michigan

